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Sodium-ion batteries have received significant interest as a cheaper alternative to lithium-ion batteries and
could be more viable for use in large scale energy storage systems. However, similarly to lithium-ion
batteries, their performance remains limited by the positive electrode materials. Layered transition metal
oxides, with chemical formula NaxMO2, have been extensively investigated and appear to show the most
promise. However, the inability to reversibly extract large amounts of sodium ions from these layered
structures, by charging to high voltages, has limited the useful capacity and cycle life of these materials.
To address this, numerous studies have attempted to resolve the structural and chemical changes that
take place in positive electrode materials upon cycling. This is particularly important at and near the
charged state, which is where the materials' structures are highly sodium deficient. Following a brief
introduction into the status of sodium-ion battery positive electrodes, this work focuses on the
development of knowledge and understanding into the structure of layered oxides at the charged state
by highlighting cutting edge characterisation techniques that have been utilised. Finally, a perspective on
future development is provided to direct further structural characterisation research which will enable
the rational design of new and improved energy storage materials.ennifer Stansby received her
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View Article Onlinefor the functioning of modern society. Further advances in
battery technology have the potential to help address the global
energy crisis and mitigate climate change.1 To achieve
a sustainable yet high quality of life, our consumption of fossil
fuels must be replaced by energy from renewable sources such
as solar, wind and waves. Due to the scarcity of resources used
to produce lithium-ion batteries, coupled with growing demand
for their utilisation in electric vehicles, alternative battery
technologies are required for large scale energy storage
applications.2–4
When considering large scale stationary energy storage,
emphasis is placed on cost, accessibility and abundance of
resources, in addition to the battery lifetime and hence
electrode-level structural stability.5–7 As such, sodium-ion
batteries, which can behave similarly to lithium-ion batteries,
are a promising candidate.8 Sodium is uniformly distributed
across the earth and is the fourth most abundant element,
which presents an opportunity to signicantly reduce the cost of
positive electrode materials. Layered oxides, Prussian blue
analogues and polyanionic materials have been prominently
reported as potential positive electrodes for sodium-ion
batteries.9–11 Due to their high specic capacity and in many
cases facile synthesis, layered oxides (NaMO2, M¼ Ti, V, Cr, Mn,
Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Li, and a mixture of multiple of these
elements) are currently dominating the eld of research.12,13
Through incorporation of multiple elements (electrochemically
active and/or electrochemically inactive) on the M site signi-
cant improvements to the structural stability and hence
reversible capacity have been made. Additionally, the voltage
cut off and/or capacity limit can be tuned to minimise unde-
sirable structural changes during cycling; the potential and
capacity limit will likely be the same when charging at a slower
current rate, whereas at higher current rates the voltage cut off
is likely to be accessed before reaching the capacity limit
yielding a lower capacity. This capacity in turn effects the
amount of Na reversibly extracted upon charging and thus the
charge compensation mechanism. Therefore, it is important to
report the voltage, capacity, and current rate alongside struc-
tural data.14Damian Goonetilleke completed
his PhD in Chemistry under the
guidance of Assoc. Prof. Neeraj
Sharma at the University of New
South Wales, Australia (2019).
His research focused on the
operando characterisation of
materials for energy storage
devices. He is currently a post-
doctoral researcher at the Battery
and Electrochemistry Laboratory
(BELLA), a joint lab of BASF SE
and the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT, Germany), where he investigates cathode mate-
rials for lithium-ion batteries.
24834 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867The structure of layered oxides consists of repeating sheets
of edge-sharing MO6 octahedra, which can (de-)intercalate
alkali metal ions in between these layers. Differences in the
relative orientation of adjacent metal oxide layers and hence
stacking order gives rise to several unique crystal structures, for
example, P2 (.ABBA.), O2 (.ABAC.), O3 (.ABCABC.) and
P3 (.ABBCCA.), see Fig. 1. The two main groups of sodium
layered oxides are classied based upon the sodium co-ordi-
nation environment, P-type (trigonal prismatic) or O-type
(octahedral). Unique phases are also labelled with a number
which represents repeated MO6 layers within the unit cell.
Finally, a prime symbol is used to indicate a monoclinic
distortion.15 Upon synthesis, the total sodium content has
a signicant inuence on the phase that forms. For NaxMO2, the
P2 phase typically forms when xz 0.7, the O3 phase when 0.7#
x # 1 and the P3 phase when x z 0.5. Due to the varying
thermodynamic stabilities of each phase, the synthesis
temperature can also be used to control the polymorph that
forms. For example, O3 and P3 phases typically form at lower
temperatures than P2-type phases.16 The phase has important
implications on electrochemical performance. For example, the
P2 phase has a low diffusion barrier enabling faster diffusion
kinetics. Whereas the O3 phase normally displays a higher
capacity on the initial charge due to the higher Na content.17
The structural evolution of electrode materials during
cycling provides valuable information about battery failure
mechanisms. Upon charging, Na removal destabilises the
structure resulting in rearrangement or layer gliding and in
some cases phase transformation. For example, a P2 / O2
transition results in a change in the Na co-ordination environ-
ment from trigonal prismatic to octahedral.19 As Na ions present
a larger ionic radii than Li ions, larger volume changes oen
take place during cycling resulting in more complex structural
evolution. As such, the performance of many primary layered
materials (NaxMO2, where M is a single transition metal
element), which were initially studied, are plagued by unde-
sired, irreversible phase transitions and hence unacceptable
capacity fade upon cycling.20 Researchers have made signicant
progress in nding materials with minimal structural changes
during operation, particularly through different doping
regimes. In this review, pertinent examples of primary,
secondary, tertiary and quaternary layered oxide systems (Nax-
MO2, M is one, two, three or four different elements respec-
tively) are presented. As the charged state is themost interesting
from a structural viewpoint and the most common point of
failure, (and arguably the most difficult to probe) this review
focuses on the charged state structure of layered oxides and the
associated techniques that have been used to probe the charged
state.2. Stability of layered oxide positive
electrodes during cycling
The energy density which can be achieved from a sodium-ion
cell (or any type of secondary battery) is given by the product of
the specic capacity and the working voltage of the cell. TheThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the prominent crystal structures adopted by sodium layered oxides (NaMO2), namely O3-type, P3-type, O2 type
and P2-type according to the notation developed by Delmas et al.15 The O and P-type structures are related via gliding of the transition metal
slabs (MO2) as depicted by the arrows. Reproduced with permission from ref. 18. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

































































































View Article Onlinesodium content in the positive electrode decreases as the cell
is charged to higher voltages, and hence in order to achieve
high energy densities, a host material should be able to
reversibly intercalate a large fraction of its sodium content.
The ionic radius of Na (1.02 Å) compared to Li (0.76 Å) means
that almost all rst-row transition metal elements can form
a layered NaxMO2 structure, and exhibit redox activity. In
contrast, only Co and Ni can form primary layered LixMO2
compounds.21 However, the different redox activity of these
elements gives rise to complex phase transformations during
cycling, particularly at the charged state. Irreversible phase
transformations lead to rapid capacity fade and therefore
ideally should be avoided. Gliding of the MO2 slabs may lead
to P / O or O / P transitions which may be accompanied by
large changes in the lattice parameters.20 The conversion
between P-type and O-type stacking is thought to adversely
affect the battery performance with regard to energy efficiency,
rate capability and cycle stability.21 As such, the design and
synthesis of novel layered transition metal oxides with high
structural stability at the charged state, and minimal struc-
tural changes/rearrangements during cycling, could present
a route towards more stable sodium-ion battery systems with
higher energy densities.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 20202.1 Phase transitions at the charged state
The emergence of in situ characterisation techniques has
enabled the identication of phase transitions and complex
vacancy ordering mechanisms which take place at low sodium
concentrations. In situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) has manifested as
a particularly powerful tool for studying the structure–function
relationships in layered oxide positive electrode materials. As
such, irreversible phase transitions at the charged state have
been identied as a major contributor to capacity fade. The
various polymorphs of NaxMO2 undergo unique electrochemi-
cally driven phase transitions, with varying effects on battery
performance. The characteristic behaviours of the different
polymorphs are detailed below.
2.1.1 P2-type. The P2-type stacking sequence (.ABBA.)
typically forms for NaxMO2 (0.5 # x # 0.75). Due to the open
framework of the P2 structure, which presents direct sodium
ion diffusion pathways between adjacent trigonal prismatic Na
sites and therefore low activation energies for sodium ion
diffusion, and excellent rate performance has been reported for
P2-type materials.22 The lower Na content in P2-type materials
(cf. O3-type) does however lead to smaller capacities. Further-
more, the formation of vacancies at high voltages may induce
ordering of sodium ions and the vacant sites, leading to struc-
tural transitions which can have detrimental effects on theJ. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24835

































































































View Article Onlineelectrochemical performance of P2-type materials.23 At high
voltages, sodium decient P2-type electrodes may transition to
an O2-type structure, with the stacking sequence (.ABAC..).
Electrochemical formation of the O2 monophase in sodium
layered oxide materials was rst identied in the P2-Na2/3Ni1/
3Mn2/3O2 system above 4.35 V, as illustrated in Fig. 2.24 The
phase transformation takes place via gliding of the MO2 layers
upon extraction of sodium from the P2 phase and has been
reported to induce the formation of stacking faults.25
The greater stability of the O2-type structure at high voltages/
low Na content (cf. P2-type) has since been demonstrated by
computational calculations.22 The phase transformations upon
cycling were characterised via synchrotron XRD and conrmed
using rst principle calculations. Similarly, the mobility of
sodium ions in the starting P2-type Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 structure
was determined both experimentally and theoretically by the
galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) and
Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) calculations respectively.22 Both
techniques revealed that the mobility of sodium ions in the P2
structure is faster than lithium ions in the analogous O3
structure, within the 1/3 < x < 2/3 concentration region,
demonstrating that these materials can deliver comparable
performance to conventional positive electrode materials used
in lithium-ion batteries. Signicant shrinkage of the lattice
parameters accompanies the P2–O2 transition. Consequently,
the large volume change has detrimental effects on the elec-
tronic conduction path and may also give rise to voltage
hysteresis, leading to poor battery performance.26 To achieve
improved cyclability and capacity retention, it has been
proposed that gliding of the transition metal layers should be
avoided.27 The undesirable P2–O2 phase transition may be
avoided by decreasing the voltage cut-off thereby limiting the
amount of Na that is extracted from the structure. Cycling P2-
Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 within the voltage range of 2.0–4.1 V leads to
signicantly improved capacity retention of 95% aer 50 cycles,
in comparison to a retention of 64% aer 10 cycles when cycled
between 2.0–4.5 V.22 Alternatively, at the cost of capacity,
changing the composition of P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 with
dopants such as Cu, Zn or Mg enables the P2–O2 transition to
be mitigated, as discussed in greater depth in Section 4.28–30Fig. 2 (a) Voltage profile of P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 vs. Na/Na
+ highlightin
reversible P2–O2 phase transformation which takes place via gliding of
24836 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867While doping may evade the P2–O2 phase transition, the P2–
OP4 phase transition can instead be promoted. The OP4 phase
is characterised by alternating stacking of octahedral (O2) and
trigonal prismatic (P2) layers along the c axis. Consequently, the
sodium ion vacancies are suggested to be located in the O-type
layers, while the sodium ions remain in the P-type layers and
can be considered as an intermediate, intergrowth phase
between the P2 and O2 end members.31 Since the extent to
which the transition metal layers glide upon extraction of
sodium ions is minimised, the P2–OP4 phase transformation is
more reversible (cf. P2–O2) and therefore leads to an improve-
ment in the battery performance.32
The OP4-type phase was rst reported for the P2-Na0.67-
Fe0.5Mn0.5O2 material, upon charging above 4.1 V. It was found
to transition into a less crystalline phase with OP4-type stacking
(Fig. 3).33 Below 3.8 V Yabuuchi et al. proposed that sodium ions
are uniformly extracted from all layers, whereas above 3.8 V,
sodium ions are selectively extracted resulting in the P2–OP4
phase transition. Similarly, the P2-Na2/3Fe2/3Mn1/3O2 composi-
tion was also found to transform into the OP4 phase when
charged above 4.0 V.34 By increasing the Mn content to yield P2-
Na2/3Fe0.6Mn0.4O2, the P2–OP4 phase transition can be avoi-
ded.35 However, for the endmember (P2-Na0.67MnO2) in which
the MO2 layer is fully occupied by Mn, the onset of the P2–OP4
was found to occur around 3.5 V, corresponding to a plateau in
the voltage prole. Interestingly, the detrimental effect of the
P2–OP4 transition, namely larger polarization and greater
capacity fade, was found to be more prominent in the quenched
P2-Na0.67MnO2 sample compared to the analogous slow-cooled
material, thereby demonstrating sensitivity of these materials to
synthesis conditions.36
Removal of sodium ions upon charging gives rise to the
formation of O-type stacking faults within the P2 structure.
Consequently, the long-range order in layered oxide materials is
modied or lost. In an XRD pattern, the loss of long-range order
manifests as weaker, more diffuse peaks, as observed by Pang
et al. upon extraction of sodium ions from P2-Na0.67Fe0.5-
Mn0.5O2. Direct observation of the structural evolution via
operando synchrotron XRD showed that the P2–OP4 transition
proceeds via a solid-solution-like two-phase reaction.38 Thisg the formation of the O2-type phase. (b) Schematic illustration for the
the MO2 layers. Reproduced from ref. 24 under a CC BY 4.0 licence.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 3 (a) XRD patterns showing the formation of the OP4-type phase when P2-NaxFe1/2Mn1/2O2 is charged to 4.2 V. (b) Projections of the P2,
OP4 and O2 type crystal structures perpendicular to the stacking axis, highlighting the different stacking sequences. Reproduced from ref. 37
under a CC BY 3.0 licence.

































































































View Article Onlinesolid-solution-like phase, associated with highly broadened
XRD peaks, has since been termed the “Z phase”.39
The “Z phase” can be thought of as a continuously changing
intergrowth structure which may evolve from the initial P2-type
structure to the O2-type structure, going through the ordered
OP4 intermediate, see Fig. 4.40 Upon charging, sodium ions
which reside in between the MO2 layers are removed from the
layered oxide structure leading to an increase in O–O repulsion.
The repulsion between the oxygen layers continues to desta-
bilise the layered structure until gliding of the MO2 layers
results in the formation of octahedral Na sites, which may be
considered as O-type stacking faults.41 When the proportion of
O-type stacking faults in a material reaches close to 50%, theFig. 4 (a) Voltage profile of Na2/3[Ni1/6Mn1/2Fe1/3]O2 highlighting the regio
“Z” phase as a continuously changing intergrowth structure between P2
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020ordered OP4 phase can form and on further charging more O-
type stacking faults may form until eventually the pure O2
structure is formed.
Overall, the structural damage from gliding of layers is less
severe and more reversible for the P2–OP4 phase transition
when compared with the P2–O2 transition. However, there is
still a large and undesirable reduction in volume associated
with the P2–OP4 transition and even with a transition to the “Z”
phase.42 Signicant improvements in the long-term electro-
chemical performance of layered oxide positive electrode
materials have been reported when phase transitions at high
potentials are avoided.43ns in which the “Z” phase forms. (b) Schematic illustration depicting the
and O2. Reproduced from ref. 40 under a CC BY 3.0 licence.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24837
Fig. 5 Illustrations of the O3-type and P3-type structures. The two
structures are related to each other via layer gliding. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 46. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

































































































View Article Online2.1.2 O3-type. The O3-type (or a-NaFeO2) stacking
sequence is typically found for layered oxides with high Na
concentration, NaxMO2 (x $ 0.9).16 Owing to the higher Na
content, O3-type materials usually display higher capacities
than comparable P2-type compositions. However, the O-type
framework is unfavourable for fast sodium ion diffusion and
so O3-type materials also typically display poor rate capabilities.
A high activation energy is required for diffusion of the rela-
tively large sodium ions due the presence of a smaller tetrahe-
dral site as part of the diffusion pathway between two adjacent
octahedral sites. An O3–P3 phase transformation upon
charging, which arises due to the gliding of MO2 layers (Fig. 5),
is commonly observed in O3-type electrode materials.21 The
transformation alters the O3 stacking sequence from
.ABCABC., with an octahedral sodium environment, to
.AABBCC. with a trigonal prismatic sodium co-ordination
environment in the P3-type phase.44 Consequently, faster
diffusion of sodium ions takes place throughout the materialFig. 6 In operando XRD data of O3-NaFe1/2Co1/2O2 which displays an
sodium ions. Reproduced with permission from ref. 51.
24838 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867because there is a lower activation barrier for migration
between adjacent prismatic sites. Therefore, presence of the
O3–P3 transition is thought to enhance the rate capability of O3-
type electrodes.45
NaVO2, NaFeO2, Na2/3Fe2/3Mn1/3O2 and Na0.66Mg0.34Ti0.66O2
are a few exceptions of O3-type positive electrode materials that
do not display the O3–P3 phase transformation upon
charging.46–49 Alternatively, the O3–O03 monoclinic distortion of
the original rhombohedral phase is observed for NaVO2 and
NaFeO2, giving rise to poor rate capability in comparison to
materials that display the O3–P3 transition.46,47 For Na2/3Fe2/
3Mn1/3O2 and Na0.66Mg0.34Ti0.66O2, a stable single-phase reac-
tion mechanism is observed throughout the initial charge/
discharge cycle.48,49
More complex structural evolution for O3-type positive
electrodes has also been reported. For example, the quaternary
O3-Na[Mn0.25Fe0.25Co0.25Ni0.25]O2 positive electrode material
undergoes the O3–P3–O30–O300 sequence of phase transitions
upon extraction of sodium ions, when cycled between 1.9–4.3 V
at C/10.50 Kubota et al. synthesised a solid solution of NaFeO2–
NaCoO2 and found that upon charging up to 4.0 V, the O3-
NaFe0.5Co0.5O2 composition transforms into a P3-type phase via
a biphasic reaction, and subsequently transforms to the
monoclinic P03 type phase which was found to be coupled with
sodium ion/vacancy ordering. Finally, as the composition
approaches Na0.3Fe0.5Co0.5O2, an O30 type phase evolves,
yielding an O3–P3–P03–O30 sequence of phase transitions, see
Fig. 6.51
The insertion and extraction of sodium ions from the O3-
NaNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 composition was also found to be associ-
ated with several phase transitions. Upon charging, the struc-
ture was found to evolve through the O3–O1–P3–P1 sequence;
signicant changes in the c lattice parameter were detected
whereas the a lattice parameter remained almost unchanged.52O3–P3–P03–O30 sequence of phase transitions upon extraction of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 7 Schematic illustration depicting the synthetic accessibility of
NaxCoO2 polytypes. Reproduced with permission from ref. 16.

































































































View Article OnlineStarting with the monoclinic NaNiO2 positive electrode mate-
rial, new transient phases were discovered through investiga-
tions into the structural evolution. During charging, multiple
phase transitions corresponding to the sequence: O03–O000 03–
P03–P003–P0003–O003–O0003 were identied.53 The occurrence of so
many structural transitions has since been associated with poor
rate capability in layered oxide positive electrode materials.21 In
particular, the large volume changes and thermodynamic
instability of the high voltage O300 phase has been associated
with inferior cycling and rate performance for the Ni-rich O3-Na
[NixFeyMn1xy]O2 (x ¼ 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8) series.54
2.1.3 P3-type. P3-type materials are typically formed by the
extraction of sodium ions from O3-type positive electrodes upon
charging. However, in some cases, it is possible to obtain the P3-
type phase through utilisation of lower sintering temperatures
as shown in Fig. 7.16 Similar to P2 and O3-type phases, doping
may also help to improve the performance of P3-type layered
oxides. For example, Wang et al. found that substitution of
a small quantity of oxygen for uorine to form Na0.65Mn0.75-
Ni0.25F0.1O1.9 could suppress the P3–O1 transition.55
A unique feature of the P3-type layered oxides such as Nay-
Co12xNixMnxO2 (x ¼ 1/2, 1/3) is their ability to reversibly
intercalate both Na and Li ions.56 P3-Na0.67Ni1/2Mn1/2O2 can
reversibly intercalate both Na and Li ions whereas the similar
P2-Na0.67Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 composition does not display any
reversible lithium intercalation. Desodiation of P3-Na0.67Ni1/
2Mn1/2O2 in Na cells to form Na0.3Ni1/2Mn1/2O2 around 4.0 V
instigates a monoclinic distortion accompanied by a large
interlayer expansion. However, upon further desodiation,
charging up to 4.5 V, the monoclinic distortion disappears. In
contrast, the P2-Na0.67Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 system retains the P2-type
structure up to 4.0 V but displays the deleterious P2–O2 tran-
sition when charged to 4.5 V.57
Lithium intercalation into a sodium containing lattice has
also been explored for the P3-NaxCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 (0.38 # x #
0.75) system.58 During cycling, the initial P3-type structure wasThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020found to transform into the O3-type structure, where both
lithium and sodium ions coexist in the alkaline layers. Coun-
terintuitively, a higher reversible capacity and improved cycling
stability was found for sodium rich oxides (0.75 $ x $ 0.67),
compared to the equivalent sodium poor oxide (0.38$ x$ 0.5),
suggesting reversible intercalation of both lithium and sodium
following the initial discharge cycle. Cycling in sodium cells was
not tested, likely due to the dominance of P2 and O3-type
phases for sodium-ion batteries. In a comparison between
analogous P2 and P3-NaxCr0.63Ti0.37O2 compositions, Guo et al.
found that the P2 phase displays better rate capability and
cycling stability compared to the P3 phase, which can in part be
explained by the lower Na diffusion barrier predicted by density
functional theory (DFT) calculations for the P2 phase.592.2 Gliding of transition metal layers
As demonstrated above, interlayer gliding is widespread among
NaxMO2 layered positive electrode materials and clearly plays
a pivotal role in determining the structural stability near the
charged state. To gain an atomistic understanding into the glide
driven P- to O-type transitions, Arcelus et al. performed DFT
calculations on the NaxVO2 system.60 The calculations showed
that the energy barrier for gliding increases nearly linearly with
increasing Na content and that the gliding process is mainly
governed by electrostatic interactions. At low Na concentra-
tions, the O-type structure becomes more thermodynamically
stable, while at higher Na concentrations, the presence of Na in
octahedral sites which share both edges and faces with neigh-
bouring VO6 octahedra, as opposed to trigonal prismatic sites
which only share either edges or faces, destabilises the struc-
ture. A special case is observed at x ¼ 0.5, characterised by the
presence of two energy barriers in the calculated energy path-
ways for layer gliding, where reordering of the sodium ions
appears to be a prerequisite to the gliding process. The authors
also found that during a P to O transformation each individual
sodium ion is swept into a distorted co-ordination environment
by the moving transition metal layers. Depending on whether
the Na ions originate from edge-sharing or face-sharing pris-
matic sites, they are either forced into a distorted square pyra-
midal, which presents a much higher energy barrier, or
tetrahedral site, respectively. Due to the high energy barrier,
sodium ions may diffuse to adjacent edge-sharing sites prior to
gliding, as observed for the NaxVO2 (x¼ 0.5) case. Moreover, the
gliding can be mitigated by the presence of sufficient sodium
ions occupying face-sharing sites which can be achieved at high
Na concentrations (x $ 0.5), in keeping with the enhanced
structural stability reported for the high Na-content P2-type
Na45/54Li4/54Ni16/54Mn34/54O2 material, or via the introduction
of electrochemically inactive elements to facilitate sodium ion/
vacancy disorder.60,61 Further computational and experimental
studies on more complex transition metal layered oxide mate-
rials (containing multiple transition metals and/or Jahn Teller
active transition metals) are welcomed to provide a deeper
understanding into glide-driven processes at the charged state.
The wide variety of stacking sequences in NaxMO2 systems
enables many complex phase transformations to take duringJ. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24839

































































































View Article Onlinesodium (de)intercalation. These phase transitions, associated
with interlayer gliding to avoid oxygen–oxygen contacts, are
unfavourable for battery performance and so the design of novel
NaxMO2 layered materials should focus on suppressing gliding
of the transition metal layers during cycling. Even reversible
transformations are not desirable because they can have nega-
tive impacts on capacity retention by inducing stacking faults
and lattice volume changes which can give rise to shear lattice
strain.62 A comprehensive review into the adverse effect of
interlayer gliding on the electrochemical performance of
sodium layered transition metal oxides can be found in ref. 21.
2.3 Transition metal migration
In addition to lateral movement of the transition metal layer,
vertical migration of transition metal ions into the adjacent
alkali layer may also take place upon charging. The structural
stability of layered oxide materials at the charged state can be
strongly correlated to migration of transition metals into the
sodium layer, which is therefore a critical performance limiting
factor. In particular, irreversible transition metal migration
upon extraction of sodium ions may contribute towards poor
thermal stability, fast capacity fading and voltage decay.63 Due
to the similar ionic radii of Li+ and the transition metal ions,
cation migration behaviour is particularly prevalent in Li-based
positive electrode materials.64–66 Despite the larger ionic radius
of sodium ions, migration of transition metal ions upon
charging has also been proposed for sodium-based positive
electrode materials, primarily occurring in O3-type layered
oxides such as O3-NaTiO2, O3-NaVO2, O3-NaCrO2 and O3-
NaFeO2.47,67–69
Migration of transition metal ions from the MO2 layer into
the interlayer spacing in which sodium ions reside was rst
proposed in 1983 for the NaxTiO2 system to explain the occur-
rence of irreversible structural modications at high voltages.67
A strong decrease in interslab distance and concomitant loss ofFig. 8 (a) Schematic illustration of the phase evolution and Fe migration
ref. 74. (b) Electron diffraction and HRTEM images of NaxFeO2 after 1 c
transition metal layer, green dots represent Fe migrated to tetrahedral site
with permission from ref. 70. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Societ
24840 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867cycling reversibility upon increasing the upper voltage limit was
also observed for NaxVO2 and NaxCrO2 suggesting that migra-
tion of vanadium and chromium ions may take place in
a similar manner.47,68 A follow up study by Bo et al. revealed that
up to a composition of Na0.4CrO2 no Cr migration could be
detected. However, upon further extraction of Na, formation of
a rock salt structure via an intermediate phase that contains Cr
in both the Na and transition layer takes place.20
The high abundance and low cost of Fe makes Fe containing
electrodes appealing for sodium battery applications. However,
akin to the compositions mentioned above, the reversibility of
Fe-rich materials can, in some cases, be limited by the migra-
tion of Fe into the sodium layer. This idea was rst proposed by
Yabuuchi et al. for O3-Na1xFeO2 (x > 0.5) and later supported
by Li et al. via high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) as well as Silvan et al. who tracked the migration of Fe
with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), operando
XRD and the potentiostatic intermittent titration technique
(PITT).69–71 The O3-NaFeO2 material exhibited migration of Fe
into the sodium layer when charged beyond 40% of its theo-
retical capacity, and when charged above 4.0 V the migration
became irreversible, as depicted in Fig. 8. The migration was
found to shrink the interlayer distance, in contrast to the
expansion observed as sodium is extracted from the majority of
layered positive electrodes, due to O–O repulsion. This limited
the available capacity likely by blocking sodium ion diffusion,
highlighting that transition metal migration can be a signi-
cant source of performance degradation at high voltages. Of
note was the nding that a proportion of the transition metal
migration could be reversible with electrochemical cycling,
acting to both stabilise the structure and deliver capacity. This
suggests that transition metal migration can be optimised to
preserve structure and deliver optimal capacity.
The irreversible migration of transition metal ions has also
been shown to inhibit structural transitions during cycling. Forupon extraction of Na for NaxFeO2. Reproduced with permission from
ycle between 2.0 and 4.5 V at a rate of C/10. Red dots represent the
s and blue dots represent Fe migrated to octahedral sites. Reproduced
y.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

































































































View Article Onlineexample, migration of transition metal ions into the Na layer of
O3-Na0.8Ni0.3Co0.3Ti0.6O2 during the initial charge cycle was
found to inhibit the reversibility of the O3–P3 phase trans-
formation, thus leading to rapid capacity fade upon subsequent
cycling.72 Furthermore, transition metal cations located on
tetrahedral sites in the alkali metal layer are thought to block
the diffusion of sodium ions, giving rising to poor rate perfor-
mance.73 However, if the reversibility of the cation migration is
regulated, these drawbacks can be mitigated. In fact, transition
metal migration in P2-Na0.67[Mn0.66Fe0.2Cu0.14]O2 was found to
coincide with anionic redox activity, which allows additional
capacity to be extracted from a battery.27
Through utilisation of X-ray pair distribution function (PDF)
analysis, Talaie et al. showed that reversible migration of Fe in
P2-Na0.67zFe0.5Mn0.5O2 takes place at high potentials.43
Migration of the transition metal ions into a tetrahedral co-
ordination within the Na layer perturbs the long-range order. As
such PDF analysis, a technique that can be used to probe semi
crystalline phases with short range order, was employed to
conrm the reversible migration of the transition metals. More
migration was found to take place upon extracting Na from the
Fe-rich NaxFe0.5Mn0.5O2 material in comparison to NaxFe0.2-
Mn0.65Ni0.15O2. DFT calculations performed by Li et al. show
that the energy barrier for Fe migration reduces as the Fe
content in Fe rich transition metal oxides increases. Further-
more, they reported Fe migration to be fully suppressed in
compositions that contain less than z30% Fe in addition to
quaternary (NaxMM0M00M000O2) compositions.70
Utilising high-angle annular dark eld (HAADF) scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), direct observation ofFig. 9 STEM images of the (a) pristine (b) charged (c) discharged electro
profiles where the red arrows highlight the intensities corresponding to tr
layers. Reproduced with permission from ref. 63.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020reversible transition metal migration in the O3-Na0.8Co0.4Ti0.6-
O2 positive electrode material has been reported.63 The HAADF-
STEM images, shown in Fig. 9, enabled direct visualisation of
the structure on an atomic scale; upon charging signicant
presence of transition metal ions in the sodium layers can be
seen. The observations were supported by operando XRD which
show a decrease in the c lattice parameter deep into charging,
attributed to the larger positive charge of the transition metal
ion (cf. Na+) residing in the sodium layer, thereby reducing
electrostatic repulsion between oxygen atoms. Furthermore,
electron density maps of the difference between observed and
calculated XRD patterns revealed presence of electron density
for the transition metal ions in the sodium layer. A schematic
plot of the reversible transition metal migration process, along
with the phase transitions, upon charging for O3-Na0.8Co0.4-
Ti0.6O2 is shown in Fig. 10.
Inevitably, a number of works have since associated c lattice
contraction close to the charged state with transition metal
migration. While transition metal migration can be expected to
induce a contraction in the interlayer distance, shrinkage of the
c lattice parameter upon extraction of sodium ions has also
been related to ordering of the sodium ion vacancies and phase
transitions.71,75,76 However, rationalising these alternative
explanations is somewhat more challenging. As such, uncer-
tainties regarding the role of transition metal migration in
phase transformations, such as formation of the “Z phase” from
an initial P2-type structure, still remain. Therefore, advanced
techniques such as HAADF-STEM, PDF or Mössbauer spec-
troscopy that enable the direct observation of transition metaldes viewed along the [010] direction and (d–f) their corresponding line
ansition metal migration from the transition metal layers to the sodium
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24841
Fig. 10 Schematic plot of the reversible transitionmetal migration upon cycling for O3-Na0.8Co0.4Ti0.6O2. Reproducedwith permission from ref.
63.

































































































View Article Onlinemigration should ideally be utilised to conrm its occurrence
and overall mechanism.
There are two possible sites available in the O3-type structure
for transition metal migration into the alkali metal layer: octa-
hedral or tetrahedral sites.68 Since the energy difference
between the tetrahedral and octahedral Na sites in the NaCrO2
material is small, z40 meV, Kubota et al. proposed that both
sites may be almost evenly occupied by Cr ions.68 For the
Na0.8Co0.4Ti0.6O2 system, Zhang et al. used Fourier difference
maps to locate migrated transition metal ions within the
sodium layer.77 The maps suggest that the migrated ions are
situated on the octahedral interstitial sites directly in line with
the oxygen atoms and are not pinned directly below the vacancy
in the transition metal layer.
To identify the preferential site for Fe migration in NaFeO2
Silván et al. performed simulations to model the migration of Fe
to Na octahedral sites or Na tetrahedral sites in different
proportions.71 By comparing these results with operando XRD
pattern evolution it was possible to identify that the Fe in
NaFeO2 preferentially migrates to the tetrahedral sites. This
suggests that tetrahedral sites in the Na layer need to be avail-
able for transition metal migration to occur. The preferential
migration to the tetrahedral site in the Na layer has also been
reported by Li et al. on the NaFeO2 system,78 as well as Talaie
et al. on the P2-Na2/3[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 composition (upon trans-
formation to an O2-type structure at high voltages).43 Due to the
absence of tetrahedral sites within the Na layer in P-type
structures, this would imply that transition metal migration is
inhibited in P-type phases, or it is only observed when there is
sufficient local O-type ordering (considering the gliding of
planes described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2).
To gain a greater understanding of which transition metal
ions preferentially migrate into the Na layer during electro-
chemical cycling, Chen et al. used atomic resolution scanning
tunnel electron microscopy in combination with energy
dispersive X-ray spectrometry (STEM-EDS) elemental mapping
to study the quaternary NaNi0.3Co0.12Mn0.12Fe0.4O2 composi-
tion.79 They found that Fe migrates into both tetrahedral and
octahedral sites within the Na layer, as depicted in Fig. 11. In
contrast, Ni was found to predominantly migrate to the octa-
hedral sites while Mn and Co mostly remained in the24842 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867transition metal layers. Similarly, Guo et al. found that upon
charging Na0.8Ni0.3Co0.1Ti0.6O2 some Ni atoms do reside in the
Na layers whereas Ti and Co atoms mainly reside in the
transition metal layer.72 The strong electrostatic interactions
(attraction with the oxygen layers, leading to a decrease in the
interlayer spacing, and repulsion with the approaching
sodium ions) induced by the migrated transition metal ions is
thought to have a detrimental impact on the reinsertion of
sodium ions.79
Using DFT simulations, Zhang et al. went on to show that the
energy penalty for migration of a transition metal ion is inu-
enced by its neighbouring transition metal ions.80 More
specically, they showed that the shortened Fe–O bond length
with neighbouring Cu (due to the large electronegativity of Cu)
can signicantly enhance the energy penalty, effectively pre-
venting the Fe migration into the Na layer. Oxidation of Fe3+ to
produce Jahn–Teller active Fe4+ ions accompanied by ligand to
metal charge transfer (LMCT) from O orbitals to Fe orbitals
thereby weakening the bonding to neighbouring atoms has also
been suggested to facilitate migration of Fe into the Na layer.27,78
To support this idea, Li et al. performed DFT calculations on
NaMO2 (M ¼ Mn, Co, Ni, Fe) systems to show that when Fe is
forced to be in the low spin, Jahn–Teller inactive spin state, the
energy barrier for migration signicantly increases to values as
high as those in non-Fe containing systems.70
In lithium-rich layered oxides, transition metal migration
has been identied as a critical factor in triggering anion redox,
allowing extra capacity to be extracted upon charging.66
Furthermore, transition metal migration in the Li(Li0.2Ni0.4-
Mn0.4)O2 system was found to be reversible but asymmetric;
upon deintercalation, transition metal migration into the alkali
metal layer is followed by random hopping (displacement) and
subsequently upon intercalation, the transition metal ions do
not follow precisely the reverse pathway, thus inhibiting or
inuencing lithium diffusion. Similar mechanistic insights
regarding transition metal migration and the (de)intercalation
mechanism close to the charged state in sodium-based systems
would help to facilitate the development of sodium-ion battery
positive electrodes with improved electrochemical
performance.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 11 (a) Schematic of the transition metal migration pathway in an O3-type material showing the available Na tetrahedral and Na octahedral
sites. (b) Atomic resolution STEM-HAADF image and EDS elemental mapping of the NaNi0.3Co0.12Mn0.12Fe0.4O2 material after 50 cycle shown
along the [100] axis together with EDS mapping line profiles of Ni, Fe, Co and Mn. Yellow peaks marked with asterisks indicate transition metal
octahedra in the Na layer and green peaks marked with arrows indicate transition metal tetrahedral in the Na layer. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 79. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

































































































View Article OnlineIn summary, irreversible transition metal migration upon
charging sodium layered oxides should be avoided to achieve an
improved electrochemical performance. Reversible transition
metal migration on the other hand may help to stabilise the
charged state structure of sodium layered oxides and deliver
additional capacity, alongside anionic redox activity.2.4 Anionic redox activity
Operation of batteries at high voltages may also enable the
redox activity of anions in layered oxide materials, such as O, to
be accessed through anionic redox reactions (ARR). ARR active
materials allow for extra capacity to be extracted from positive
electrodes by utilising the charge on oxygen atoms.81 This
behaviour has been documented in several metal oxide systems
for lithium-ion batteries, for example Li[Li0.2Ni0.2Mn0.6]O2
among others,82–86 and a detailed explanation into the science
underlying anion redox chemistry can be found in ref. 87. ARR
activity has also been observed in various layered positive
electrode materials for sodium-ion batteries, including Na-rich
materials,88,89 as well as P2-type and O3-type materials.90,91 A
recent review article regarding the mechanism of anionic redox
specically in sodium layered oxides together with a table
summarising the pertinent sodium-based materials that have
been reported to display anionic redox activity can be found in
ref. 92.
In both Na and Li based transition metal oxide systems,
there are two distinct mechanisms associated with oxygen redox
activity. In their simplest form, these are reversible anionic
redox between oxo- (O2) and peroxo-like (O2)
n species andThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020irreversible anionic redox during which O2 gas is released.93
High metal to oxygen covalency has been identied to play
a critical role in stabilising the highly reactive intermediate
(O2)
n species, thereby enabling reversible ARR.86 The meta-
stable (O2)
n species may also be stabilised by reorganisation of
the oxygen network (the reductive coupling mechanism) or
localisation via the generation of localised electron holes on the
oxygen atoms.94 If the (O2)
n species cannot be stabilised
through metal–oxygen interactions, they may react with the
electrolyte, or break free from the adjacent transition metal ion,
resulting in the complete oxidation of O2 to elemental oxygen
and release of O2 gas, characteristic of irreversible ARR.95 While,
oxygen redox activity may be concomitant with migration of
transition-metal ions, House et al., showed that, vacancies in
the transition metal layer are not required to trigger loss of
oxygen.27,96 In summary, the goal is to develop materials that
display fully reversible redox activity i.e. no loss of O2 gas during
the process.
The difference in ionic radii and electronegativities between
sodium and lithium ions means that the knowledge and
understanding of anionic redox in lithium-ion batteries cannot
necessarily be directly transposed to sodium-based systems. For
example, the Li2MnO3 system displays a high capacity of up to
200 mA h g1 with a long plateau in the voltage prole around
4.5 V, characteristic of anion redox activity. However, likely due
to the mismatch in size between Mn4+ (0.53 Å) and Na+ (1.02 Å),
the Na counterpart Na2MnO3 is yet to be synthesised.97 Addi-
tionally, in contrast to the Li series, formation of O2
n speciesJ. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24843

































































































View Article Onlinevia anionic redox processes for Na2Ru1ySnyO2 (y > 0.5) is fol-
lowed by the irreversible loss of O2.98
Existing investigations into anion redox activity in positive
electrodes for lithium-ion batteries provide a good foundation
for exploration of ARR in sodium-ion batteries. Considering the
high capacity and redox activity reported for Li-rich layered
materials such as Li1.2Nb0.5Mn0.5O2 99 and Li4Mn2O5,100 Perez
et al. investigated the possibility of exploiting anionic redox
participation in the Na-rich layered material Na2IrO3; simulta-
neous cationic and anionic redox processes were found to take
place at potentials as low as 2.7 V vs. Na/Na+.101 Furthermore, no
cationic migration or release of O2 took place upon cycling.
Similar redox reactions have been reported in other Na-rich
layered oxides including Na3RuO4,89 Na2SeO3,102
Na2Mn3O6.85,103 Na2Mn3O7,104 and Na1.2Mn0.4Ir0.4O2.105
Inspired by the prominent Li2MnO3 system, in whichMn has
an oxidation state of 4+, the P2-Na0.6Li0.2Mn0.8O2 composition
was investigated, where the Mn atoms also adopt a 4+ oxidation
state. De la Llave et al. proposed, based upon electrochemical
data and DFT calculations, that anion redox processes
contribute to the capacity at high voltages.97 In alignment with
these observations, Maitra et al. used P2-Na2/3[Mg0.28Mn0.72]O2
as an example to further demonstrate that excess alkali metal
ions are not required to activate oxygen redox activity.106
Moreover, they proposed that removal of alkali metal ions from
both the alkali ion and transition metal layers of alkali rich
layered oxides such as Li[Li0.2Ni0.13Co0.13Mn0.54]O2 leads to
under co-ordinated oxygen and non-bonded, electron decient
O 2p states which promotes the release of O2. Since the oxygen
in P2-Na2/3[Mg0.28Mn0.72]O2 is always co-ordinated to at least
three cations no oxygen loss, was observed experimentally, in
line with the theory. Overall, the work highlights that sup-
pressing oxygen loss is imperative if the ARR is to be practically
used in battery applications.Fig. 12 (a) Observed voltage profile for P2-Na0.78Ni0.23Mn0.69O2, highligh
permission from ref. 113. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (b
material, and after extraction at the charged and discharged states during
112.
24844 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867P2-Na2/3Mn1yZnyO2 (0 < y < 0.23)107 and P2-Na0.78Li0.25-
Mn0.75O2 96 are additional examples of Na-decient composi-
tions that display ARR without loss of oxygen upon charging up
to 4.5 V. Alike the Mg counterpart, their anionic redox activity is
thought to arise from presence of O 2p nonbonding orbitals,
created by substituting Mn for elements that form bonds with
oxygen which are more ionic in character.107 When charged up
to 5 V loss of oxygen can be detected from P2-Na0.78Li0.25-
Mn0.75O2. At such high voltages, Li
+ may be removed from the
structure. Consequently, oxygen becomes co-ordinated to less
than 3 cations and is lost from the structure.96 In contrast, the
low mobility of Mg2+ in P2-Na2/3[Mg0.28Mn0.72]O2 means that at
least three cations co-ordinate to oxygen (2  Mn4+ and 1 
Mg2+), even at the surface, and so the oxygen does not become
under bonded, hence mitigating oxygen loss.
Taking advantage of the high operating voltage of Ni con-
taining positive electrodes and the oxygen redox activity dis-
played by Na2/3[Zn0.3Mn0.7]O2,108 Konarov et al. designed and
synthesised the Na2/3[(Zn0.5Ni0.5)0.3Mn0.7]O2 electrode.109
Through utilising the Ni2+/4+ and O2/O redox pairs, Na2/3-
[(Zn
0.5
Ni0.5)0.3Mn0.7]O2 is an exemplar high voltage anionic-
based positive electrode material for use in sodium-ion
batteries.110
More recently, increasing the covalency of the TM–O bond
has been shown to be effective in suppressing oxygen release,
hence improving electrochemical performance.86 The TM–O
distance and TM–O bonding energy have also been identied as
important factors in determining the activity and reversibility of
the oxygen redox reaction. For example, Kong et al. showed that
the shortening of TM–O bonds and enhanced TM–O bonding
energy through synergic Cu/Mg co-doping improves the oxygen
redox reversibility.111
Participation of oxygen anions in the charge compensation
mechanism has also been explored in the transition metalting the charge compensationmechanisms involved. Reproducedwith
) O K-edge XAS data collected from the pristine P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2
the first electrochemical cycle. Reproduced with permission from ref.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 13 Comparison of the structural changes that may take place upon extraction of sodium ions from (a) P2-type layered oxides that do not
display oxygen redox activity and (b) the P2-Na0.72[Li0.24Mn0.76]O2 phase for which oxygen oxidation (highlighted in pink) partakes in the charge
compensation mechanism. Reproduced with permission from ref. 115.

































































































View Article Onlinedecient P2-Na0.78Ni0.23Mn0.69O2 and sodium decient O3-
Na0.6Li0.2Fe0.4Ru0.4O2.26,82 At high voltages, a plateau region
associated with oxygen redox reaction was found to account for
the 60 mA h g1 of capacity in excess of the theoretical capacity
of Na0.78Ni0.23Mn0.69O2, as highlighted in Fig. 12a. Moreover,
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) data showed the ARR
behaviour to be concurrent with the particle-level formation of
a surface to bulk transition metal oxidation state gradient as
well as structural transformations at the surface of the cycled
particles. Similar to Na0.78Ni0.23Mn0.69O2, a gradient in the
valence state of Ni ions from the bulk to the surface was
observed for the charged electrode, which coincided with
a change in intensity of the O K-edge peak, as shown by Fig. 12b.
The ARR activity in P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 accounts for the
observed capacity of 228 mA h g1 which is much higher than
the theoretical value of 172 mA h g1 based on cationic redox.112
Through comparison of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), operando Raman spectroscopy and electrochemical data,
Jia et al. found that compared to the sodium decient O3-
Na0.6Li0.2Fe0.4Ru0.4O2, reversible anionic redox activity is more
easily triggered in the P2-Na0.6Li0.35Fe0.1Ru0.55O2 material when
charged up to 4.0 V, enabling the P2-type material to deliver
a larger capacity.82 Furthermore, when the two similar materials
were charged beyond 4.3 V, only the O3-type structure displayed
evidence of irreversible oxygen evolution and superoxide
species which is in keeping with the more stable cycling
performance reported for P2-Na0.6Li0.35Fe0.1Ru0.55O2 in
comparison to the O3-type material.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020Reversibility of oxygen redox at high rates was rst reported
in P2-Na0.6[Mg0.2Mn0.6Co0.2]O2.110 DFT calculations suggest that
the overlapping Co 3d and O 2p orbitals as well as the reduced
bandgap of z 0.61 eV (cf. z 2.65 eV for the analogous Co free
composition) upon incorporation of Co facilitates facile elec-
tron transfer, enabling long term oxygen redox reversibility.
Transition metal (Ni) 3d–O 2p hybridization has also been re-
ported to play an important role in stabilizing the anion redox
activity of P3-Na0.67Ni0.2Mn0.8O2, which displays oxygen redox
activity when charged to 4.4 V.114
The utilisation of the anion redox reaction has been associ-
ated with increased structural stability of layered oxide mate-
rials upon cycling. This is thought to be due to a reduced
coulombic repulsion achieved via anion redox. Upon dein-
tercalation, the negative charge carried by oxygen decreases
with the oxidation of oxygen, minimizing the repulsions
between the two oxygen layers between the empty or low
concentration Na layers. As shown by Fig. 13, smaller variations
in the interslab distance may take place upon cycling P2
materials that undergo ARR compared to those that do no
display oxygen redox activity.115 Utilization of ARR in Mn-rich
materials, such as P2-Na0.72[Li0.24Mn0.76]O2, could be particu-
larly benecial as distortions associated with Jahn–Teller active
Mn3+ can be mitigated if Mn retains an oxidation state of 4+.
The additional capacity that can be accessed by triggering
anion redox activity may be associated with some of unfav-
ourable side effects such as irreversible cation migration, lower
sodium ion diffusion and the release of O2 gas, resulting in
accelerated capacity and voltage decay upon cycling.101J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24845

































































































View Article OnlineAlthough limiting the voltage cut-off can be an effective method
to mitigate unwanted phase transformations, it also means that
all the additional capacity from ARR is not accessed. Through
incorporation of small amounts of electrochemically inactive
elements such as Li, these structural transitions can be delayed
to higher voltages.26 Overall, if the deleterious release of O2 gas
and irreversible phase transformations can be avoided while
accessing the high voltage ARR of oxygen, a signicant
improvement in capacity can be achieved. A synergistic opti-
misation of sodium extraction, reversible oxygen redox and
reversible transition metal migration could help to minimise
lattice-based structural distortions at high voltage and therefore
better stability and energy density from these electrodes.3. Improving the structural stability of
layered oxides at the charged state
3.1 Chemistry and composition
In layered oxide materials, when sodium ions occupy sites
between the MO6 layers, their electrons enter the available
d orbitals of the transition metals in the host lattice. The
mobility of the sodium ions and electrons, and the electro-
chemical potential of the electrode, is hence heavily dependent
on the valance state, ionic radius, electronegativity and local
environment of the cations (M) in the host lattice.116,117 While
most studies have focused on improvements to specic
capacity, it is also important to understand and consider the
electrochemical potential of the material during cycling, the
inuence of electrode chemistry on ionic and electronic
conductivity, the reversibility of intercalation reactions, and the
structural stability of the positive electrode material. In reality,
these factors will have a more profound effect on the applica-
bility of new materials in devices which require high energy
densities and reliable cycling performance at variable current
densities.
In the layered oxide structure, which contains sheets of edge
sharing MO6 octahedra, the redox activity of the central,
coordinated atom strongly inuences the stability of the mate-
rial during (de-)intercalation from the adjacent sodium layers.
The layered structure is stabilised by the large difference in
ionic radii between Na and M, and thus various metals can be
incorporated into the structure to inuence the electronic
state.118 Initially unary compositions, containing a single
element in the transition metal layer, such as NaCoO2, NaNiO2,
or NaMnO2 were reported.119 Early investigations of unary
compounds were limited to lower working voltages due to the
unavailability of electrolytes resistant to oxidation by transition
metals such as Cr, Co or Ni.67,120 Additionally, these compounds
tend to deliver relatively low specic capacities as the upper cut-
off voltage must be limited due to structural instabilities at low
Na contents. NaTiO2 suffers from poor reversibility below x z
0.7, as the trivalent state of Ti is unstable.67 More recent studies
suggest a capacity of 152 mA h g1 can be achieved, accompa-
nied by a reversible O3–O03 transition.121 NiNiO2 can reversibly
intercalate up to xz 0.5, however extracting further capacity by
increasing the cut-off voltage leads to signicant reductions in24846 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867coulombic efficiency due to transitions to an electrochemically
inactive phase.122 A cut-off voltage of 3.75 V limits the rst cycle
capacity to z120 mA h g1, in comparison to a capacity
exceeding 180 mA h g1 when cycled to 4.5 V.123 NaCrO2 can
similarly reversibly intercalate about half of its sodium content,
however the process is accompanied by structural transitions,
O3–O03–P03.120 Given the success of its Li-containing analogue,
several polymorphs of NaCoO2 have been reported.124–126
Compared to LiCoO2, all types of NaCoO2 exhibit several
plateaus in their electrochemical proles as the material tran-
sitions between structures with different sodium ion/vacancy
ordering and varying Na+–Co3+/4+ (low-spin, high-spin) interac-
tions.126 Among the unary compounds, NaMnO2 delivers a rela-
tively high capacity of 190 mA h g1 in both the O3-type and P2-
type form.127,128 Mn can achieve several valence states, however
the high-spin Mn3+ state is unstable and induces distortion of
the MnO6 octahedra due to the Jahn–Teller effect.129 Finally, O3-
NaFeO2, with Fe favoured for its abundance and environmental
inertness, can reversibly cycle to 3.5 V, but the narrow working
voltage range limits the reversible capacity of just 80 mA h g1.69
Further extraction of sodium results in the migration of Fe3+
into tetrahedral sites which can impede the diffusion of sodium
ions on subsequent cycles.46,78
Each of these unary compounds clearly exhibits unique
electrochemical behaviour despite structural similarity. By
combining solid-solutions of elements with varying redox
behaviours, interesting co-operative effects can result in
improved electrochemical performance. Binary combinations
of the above elements, such as Nax[MnyFe1y]O2, Nax[Mny-
Mg1y]O2, or Nax[NiyMn1y]O2, have been reported which offer
increased working voltages and reversible capacities.33,130–132
Incorporation of further elements has led to more complex
compositions, including ternary and quaternary or quinary
compositions containing several elements.133–137 These more
complex compositions have been synthesised in an attempt to
smooth the electrochemical prole and suppress irreversible
phase transitions at the charged state. For example, the
combination of Co, Mn and Ti has been reported by Wang et al.,
in the ternary P2-Na0.66Co0.22Mn0.44Ti0.34O2 material. The
material utilises the Co2+/3+ redox couple to raise the average
oxidation state of Mn and suppress the structural instability
caused by Jahn–Teller distortion of Mn3+, thereby achieving
a reasonable reversible capacity of 120 mA h g1.138 The oxida-
tion state of Ti4+ is retained during cycling to further enhance
structural stability at the charged state, up to 4.3 V. The
combination of Mn with Fe and Ni has been suggested to enable
additional reversible capacity when charging beyond 4 V. In
studies of O3-type NaNi1/3Fe1/3Mn1/3O2, it was found that both
the Ni2+/4+ and Fe3+/4+ redox couples contribute to capacity
below 4 V, however the Fe redox couple remains dominant
above 4 V.139 Despite stabilization of the Mn4+ state during
cycling, Fe migration into the Na layer remains an issue at high
voltages. High voltage stability has been observed in P2-NaxCo2/
3Mn2/9Ni1/9O2, delivering a reversible capacity of 140 mA h g
1
at a charged state cut-off voltage of 4.5 V.140 Further character-
ization of the charged state behaviour revealed that the Mn
retains a 4+ oxidation state up to 4.5 V. Charge compensation isThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 14 Oxidation states of Ni, Mn and Co observed during cycling of
the ternary NaxCo2/3Mn2/9Ni1/9O2 positive electrode material, deter-
mined using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and resonant
inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS). Reproduced from ref. 141 under a CC
BY 4.0 licence.

































































































View Article Onlineinstead achieved by oxidation of both the Co and Ni ions to a 4+
oxidation state, accompanied by anionic redox activity from
oxygen atoms as depicted in Fig. 14.141 In situ XRD further
conrmed that the P2 structure is preserved over the entire
voltage range. These examples highlight the cooperative ability
of several elements to compensate for structural instability and
deliver higher reversible capacities at higher working voltages.
In contrast to the above-mentioned examples which exploit
uniform doping, recently Wang et al. proposed non-uniform
doping to be a more effective strategy for enhancing the
charged state stability of layered positive electrode materials.142
A range of Mn-rich layered oxides including P2-Na0.67Ni0.23-
Mn0.67Cu0.1O2, P2-Na0.67Ni0.33Mn0.57Ti0.1O2, P2-Na0.67Ni0.23-
Mn0.67Zn0.1O2, P2-Na0.67Ni0.23Mn0.67Mg0.1O2, were investigated.
Detailed imaging and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) mapping showed that dopant segregation, leading to the
non-uniform distribution of dopants, takes place in the Zn and
Mg containing samples, which display superior capacity reten-
tions of 85% and 82% compared to 69%, 55% and 31% for the
Ti-doped, Cu-doped and undoped samples respectively, when
cycled at a rate of C/10 between 2.0–4.5 V for 100 cycles. Atomic
resolution STEM-HAADF imaging evidenced the presence of Zn
dopants in the sodium layer aer 50 cycles at C/10 between 2.0–
4.5 V, which may further contribute towards the enhanced
mechanical properties and cycling stability of the Zn-doped
material. Overall, the work highlights the importance of
considering the role and evolution of electrochemically inactive
dopant ions both when synthesized and during cycling which
opens new avenues for designing layered oxides with enhanced
stability at high voltages.3.2 Mixed phase materials
Combining multiple elements together in a single layered oxide
material is widely accepted as an effective method for improving
structural stability and hence battery performance of layered
oxide materials. An alternative approach that has yet to be
widely explored is the integration of multiple phases into
a single material. Intergrowth materials, containing multipleThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020polymorphs of the layered oxide structure, were rst reported in
studies of manganese oxide materials for use in lithium-ion
batteries.143–145 Each layered oxide polymorph (P2/O3/P3) has
their respective advantages and disadvantages. The P2-type
polymorph typically displays high rate performance, but the
sodium decient nature of this framework also leads to
comparatively low specic capacities. In contrast, the O3-type
polymorph generally forms for sodium rich compositions,
giving rise to higher capacities. However, the Na diffusion
pathway between adjacent octahedral sites takes place via edge
sharing tetrahedral sites, which contributes towards the higher
energy barrier for diffusion of sodium ions and therefore poor
rate performance. Finally, the P3 phase can be prepared at lower
temperatures and may exhibit high reversible capacities but
usually suffers from severe capacity fade owing to poor struc-
tural stability.146
Through integrating more than one phase into a single
material, it is possible to enhance the electrochemical perfor-
mance of sodium layered oxide positive electrode materials. In
many cases, biphasic and multiphasic materials have been re-
ported to perform better than the corresponding single phase.
However, it may also add further complexity in the possible
reaction pathways near the charged state and the ability to
probe them using analytical techniques; all of the above
mentioned phase transitions for the individual phases are
possible in addition to new pathways due to the proximity of
different phases e.g. stabilisation and ion transfer.147 A table of
known biphasic and multiphasic layered oxide materials along
with their respective electrochemical performances can be
found in ref. 148.
3.2.1 P2/O3. Biphasic materials can be obtained by
manipulating synthesis conditions to control the phase
composition of a material. For example, when the sodium
content in the NaxNi0.2Fex0.4Mn1.2xO2 composition is greater
than 0.8, the O3 structure forms but the biphasic P2/O3
composite forms when the sodium content is lowered.149 Simi-
larly, the single phase O3-Na0.9Ni0.45Mn0.55O2 can be tuned to
form the P2/O3-Na0.88Ni0.45Mn0.55O2 hybrid material, which
displays enhanced cyclability.150
Another effective way to induce the intergrowth of mixed
phase materials is through incorporation of Li. Investigations
into P2/O3-Na0.67Mn0.55Ni0.25Ti0.2xLixO2 (x ¼ 0, 0.1, 0.2) indi-
cate that both the O3 content and rate capability increases with
Li substitution.151 Li was found to reside on the transition metal
sites of the major P2 phase as well as alkali metal sites of the O3
phase. Using P2-Na0.5Fe0.5Mn0.5O2 as the parent material,
Veerasubramani et al. investigated the criteria for synthesising
biphasic positive electrodes via Li substitution.152 They found
that when more than 10% Li is incorporated into the material,
the O3 phase dominates as the main phase over the P2 struc-
ture. Having tested a range of compositions, they identied P2-
rich Na0.5(Li0.1Fe0.45Mn0.45)O2 to be the best performing mate-
rial. In line with these results, Bianchini et al. synthesised a P2-
rich composite from earth abundant precursors with the
formula P2/O3-Na0.67Li0.18Mn0.8Fe0.2O2 and found that the
biphasic material displays an improved electrochemical
performance relative to the Li-containing, single phase P2-J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24847

































































































View Article OnlineNa0.85Li0.17Mn0.64Ni0.21O2 material.153 As such, it was proposed
that the presence of a small amount of O3 phase may help to
inhibit gliding of the main phase at high voltages.
Similarly, Guo et al. introduced Li into a P2-type phase to
form a P2/O3 biphasic material with the formula Na0.66Li0.18-
Mn0.71Ni0.21Co0.08O2, and suggested that the larger c axis in the
P2 component of the biphasic material relative to the pure P2
phase is benecial for sodium diffusion.154 In contrast, the O3-
rich P2/O3-Na0.7Li0.3Ni0.5Mn0.5O2 material synthesised via
incorporation of Li into O3-NaNi0.5Mn0.5O2 was found to display
the O3–P3 phase transformation during cycling (Fig. 15),
limiting the electrochemical performance and demonstrating
that the relative ratio of P2 and O3 phases is a critical factor in
determining the materials structural stability at the charged
state. As demonstrated by the synthesis of NaxLi0.18Mn0.66-
Co0.17Ni0.17O2+d (x ¼ 0.54, 0.66, 0.78 and 0.90) the addition of
lithium may also induce the formation of P2/O03 hybrid
compositions, where O03 represents a Li2MnO3-type phase
(space group C2/m).155 Increasing the sodium content was re-
ported to inuence the surface morphology, leading to the
growth of (102) and (104) facets and changing the side surface
nish from ‘smooth’ to ‘ravine-like’. The most favourable
morphology, comprising smooth surfaces with exposed 102 and
104 facets, was reported for the x ¼ 0.66 composition, which
retained a capacity of 186 mA h g1 aer 60 cycles.
Realising the importance of Co- and Ni-free materials for
sodium-ion batteries, Yang et al. synthesised the biphasic P2
(34%)/O3 (60%) Na0.8Li0.2Fe0.2Mn0.6O2 material, containing
a minor phase with C2/m symmetry.156 To investigate behaviour
at high voltage, the material was cycled over a wide window of
2.0–4.6 V, which delivered an initial reversible capacity of
174 mA h g1 and a capacity retention of 82% over 100 cycles at
C/10. The capacity contribution was found to be dominated by
the Fe3+/4+ redox couple, along with contributions from oxygen
at high voltages and some reduction of Mn4+ to Mn3+ duringFig. 15 In situ synchrotron XRD of P2/O3-Na0.7Li0.3Ni0.5Mn0.5O2 during
transformations take place for the O3 component of the material. Repro
24848 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867discharge. Upon charging, several consecutive phase transitions
(O / P / O) as well as a general loss in long-range order were
identied using X-ray powder diffraction. Nonetheless, the
biphasic nature of the material was preserved throughout
cycling. The capacity vs. voltage curves exhibited a decrease in
the average voltage over the rst 20 cycles, which was attributed
to some form of restructuring/ordering in the structure, such as
migration of Fe or Li from the octahedral site to the sodium site
in the material. 6/7Li solid-state NMR experiments conrmed
the migration of Li from transition metal to alkali metal layers
within the rst cycle; subsequently the distribution of Li
remained constant and hence it was suggested that lithium
could act as a stabilizer.
Applying the principles discussed in Section 3.1, further
improvements to P2/O3 biphasic materials can be made by
tailoring the transition metal site occupancy as demonstrated
by Hu et al. who compared the electrochemical performance of
the Ti-free P2/O3-Na0.8Li0.27Mn0.73O2 composition with P2/O3-
Na0.8Li0.27Mn0.68Ti0.05O2, prepared by Ti-substitution into the
Mn site.157 The improved performance was attributed to miti-
gation of the Mn3+/Mn4+ redox couple, enhanced stability of the
oxygen redox activity and retention of Li ions within the struc-
ture during cycling.
Overall, promising electrochemical performances have been
reported for both P2-rich and O3-rich P2/O3 biphasic materials.
The key parameters to consider here remain, the location and
spread of the transition metals and dopants across the two
phases, the nature of the material, i.e., an intergrowth of
structures or mixture of individual particles, the ratio of the
P2 : O3 phases, phase evolution and electrochemical activity of
each phase, and the inuence the secondary or minor phase has
on the stability of the primary phase near the charged state.
3.2.2 P2/P3. Coupling the P2-type polymorph together with
a P3-type structure has also been explored. The formation of P2/
P3 biphasic materials can be controlled with the choice ofinitial charge–discharge. While the P2 phase is retained, multiple phase
duced with permission from ref. 158.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

































































































View Article Onlinesynthesis temperature. Taking NaxNi0.22Co0.11Mn0.66O2 as an
example, a pure P2 phase forms at temperatures exceeding
800 C whereas reducing the temperature to 750 C facilitates
the formation of a P2/P3 biphasic material. Further reduction of
the temperature to 700 C results in formation of a pure P3-type
material.159 The best trade-off between high initial capacity and
cycling stability was found for the P2-type material synthesised
at 800 C, while the P2(70%)/P3(30%)-NaxNi0.22Co0.11Mn0.66O2
material displayed improved electrochemical performance
compared to the pure P3-type material. The P3/P2-Na0.66Co0.5-
Mn0.5O2 biphasic layered material comprising z76% of the P3-
type phase andz24% of the P2-type structure was also found to
perform better electrochemically relative to the equivalent pure
P3-type material.160 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
revealed that deintercalation of sodium in the biphasic system
is easier compared to the pure P3 phase, giving rise to steady
capacities at high rates. Furthermore, no phase transformations
were observed for the biphasic material when charged up to
4.2 V, corresponding to the good electrochemical stability
observed.
Alternatively, substitution of electrochemically inactive
elements such as Zn may induce the formation of a hybrid
material. A core shell structure with the P3 phase located on the
surface encompassing the core P2 phase was identied for the
Na0.78Cu0.27Zn0.06Mn0.67O2 material using high-angle annular
dark-eld imaging (HAADF) and annular bright eld (ABT)
imaging techniques.161 Based on scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy electron energy loss spectroscopy (STEM-
EELS), Cu redox was found to take place in both the P2 and
P3 phase, whereas Mn redox activity could only be detected in
the P2 phase. The core shell material was found to inhibit
formation of any highly disordered phases at high voltages,
giving rise to good rate performance and cyclability.
3.2.3 Multiphasic. Upon substitution of Li into a layered
P3/P2 hybrid structure, Huang et al. were able to synthesise
a P2/P3/O03 hybrid material with the composition Na0.7Li0.18-
Mn0.66Co0.17Ni0.17O2+d that performs even better than the P3/P2
biphasic equivalent.146 The material, which is comprised of Na-
rich P2, Na-rich P3 and Li-rich O03 phases, was shown to
suppress P3–P300 and P2–P200 phase transitions during cycling,
leading to enhanced rate capability.162 It is thought that the co-
operative behaviour of different phases may enable more
sodium to be extracted at high voltages without inducing irre-
versible structural changes. The synergetic effect that combines
advantages of different polymorphs to achieve better perfor-
mance was also identied in the P3/P2/O3 multiphasic Na0.76-
Mn0.5Ni0.3Fe0.1Mg0.1O2 material.163 The mixed phase displays
higher capacity than the individual P2-type phase and better
cyclability than the O3-type phase.
In a study on NaxNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2, Xu et al. make compar-
isons between single-phase, biphasic, and triphasic layered
materials with comparable compositions.164 In terms of capacity
and rate capability, the triphasic P2/O1/O3 material showed the
best performance followed by the biphasic P2/O3 material and
then the pure P2 phase. Operando XRD showed that the tri-
phasic material can inhibit the irreversible P2–O2 transition at
high voltages while improving the reversibility of structuralThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020transformations in the minor O1 and O3 phases. In contrast,
the biphasic material displays an irreversible O3–P3 transition
upon cycling and the single P2 phase material transitions to the
“Z phase” during high voltage charging as seen in Fig. 16.
Using high resolution XRD, Lee et al. identied the presence
of four Na dominated phases (P2, O3, O03, P3) and one Li
dominated phase (O3) in the Li substituted sample, Na0.7Li0.3-
Ni0.5Mn0.5O2.158 However, various local environments were
identied in the 7Li NMR suggesting that the Li may also reside
in the Na phases. The presence of multiple phases, induced by
incorporation of Li, was shown to improve the electrochemical
performance. In situ XRD shows amalgamation of the Na-rich
O3, O03 and P3 phases into a single P3 phase and some irre-
versible extraction of Li from the O3 phase on the rst charge.
No phase transitions for the P2 phase were observed
throughout, while the new P3 phase transitioned to an O3 phase
at the charged state.
3.2.4 Layered/spinel composites. To improve performance,
it is possible to integrate layered oxide materials with a spinel
phase. For example, when the P2-NaxNi1/6Co1/6Mn2/3O2 is mixed
with a spinel phase, the electrochemical conductivity increases
by 2 orders of magnitude and the material displays enhanced
capacity, energy density and rate capability.165 The spinel phase
is thought to inhibit agglomeration and prevent the formation
of ake-shape particles, thereby improving the electrochemical
performance.
An improved performance in terms of capacity and average
voltage was found for the O3 layered/spinel composite Na0.87-
Li0.25Ni0.4Fe0.2Mn0.4O2+d electrode.166 The voltage prole of the
composite material shows a reversible high voltage plateau
while this plateau is irreversible in the spinel free material,
suggesting that addition of the spinel phase contributed
towards the enhanced structural and electrochemical stability,
especially at high voltages, the mechanism of which is yet to be
explored. Improved rate capability on the other hand could be
ascribed to the improved charge transport kinetics due to direct
connection between the 3D channels in the spinel phase and 2D
channels in the layered phase modifying the diffusion
pathway.166 A highly reversible transition at high voltages was
also reported for the layered-tunnel intergrowth structure with
the composition Na0.6MnO2.167 The highly reversible P2/tunnel
to OP4/tunnel phase transition was detected using in situ XRD
upon cycling the composite up to 4.3 V. Taking this further and
combining P2, P3 and spinel structures to form the Na0.5[-
Ni0.2Co0.15Mn0.65]O2 nanocomposite, Hou et al. were able to
synthesise a particularly stable composition for which no phase
transitions were detected via ex situ XRD when cycled between
1.5 and 4.0 V vs. Na/Na+.168
3.2.5 Core–shell structures. A common route to synthesise
positive electrode material is from the calcination of hydroxide
precursor materials. The metal hydroxide precursors typically
present a spherical secondary particle morphology which is
inherited by the nal lithiated or sodiated positive electrode
material aer calcination. The spherical shape of the particles is
thought to be benecial for optimising the contact area with the
electrolyte, thereby suppressing electrochemical decomposition
upon cycling. By varying the concentration of reactants duringJ. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24849
Fig. 16 In operando XRD data for (a) P2/O1/O3 (b) P2/O3 (c) P2-NaxNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 cycling between 2.0–4.4 V at 0.1C together with their
phase evolution. Reproduced from ref. 164 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

































































































View Article Onlinethe co-precipitation reaction, it is possible to prepare spherical
particles with a radially varying TM composition. Aer calci-
nation, this produces materials whose particles are described to
have a ‘core–shell’ structure. For example, the sodium rich
positive electrode with a varied composition from Na[Ni0.75-
Co0.02Mn0.23]O2 at the core to Na[Ni0.58Co0.06Mn0.36]O2 at the
surface is a pertinent example.169 The presence of an inner core
was reported to enhance the attainable capacity while the outer
shell improved the materials capacity retention. Core–shell type
structures were rst reported in materials for lithium-ion
batteries,170 but the method has since been adapted to
produce several sodium-ion battery materials.171,172 In these
studies, a Ni-rich core composition is used to deliver high
capacity, while a Mn-rich shell is typically used to improve
structural stability. Wei et al. have also reported an interesting
material with particles composed of a biphasic core–shell
structure containing Ni-rich O-type core and a P2-type Mn-rich
shell.173 The O-type core provides high specic capacity, while24850 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867the P-type outer composition also enables good structural
stability and rate capability.3.3 Electrolytes
Layered oxide positive electrode materials are generally tested
in Na half-cells against a Na metal counter electrode. The
observed performance of positive electrode materials can be
signicantly inuenced by the choice of electrolyte, application
of surface coatings and inclusion of binders because they
contribute toward the formation of a surface layer.174 The choice
of electrolyte is particularly pertinent when considering the
charged state of the positive electrode material because typi-
cally, the charged state cut off voltage for a cell is limited by the
voltage window within which the electrolyte remains stable.
3.3.1 Nonaqueous liquid electrolytes. Conventional
sodium-ion battery electrolytes consist of a Na salt, typically
NaClO4 or NaPF6, dissolved in a carbonaceous solvent such as
ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), propyleneThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

































































































View Article Onlinecarbonate (PC), diethyl carbonate (DEC), and dimethyl ether
(DME) or a binary mixture of these. The choice of salt and
solvent is inuenced by the need to meet a number of practical
criteria including: good chemical, electrochemical and thermal
stability, high ionic conductivity to facilitate sodium ion
transport, low electronic conductivity to minimize self-
discharge of the cell, as well as low toxicity, environmental
impact and cost.175 Small amounts of additives (<5 wt%) such as
uorinated ethylene carbonate (FEC) may help to meet these
criteria by creating an ionically conducting, electronically
insulating surface layer (SL) at the electrode surface, thereby
improving the reversibility of sodium intercalation.176
The electrochemical stability of an electrolyte is determined
by the salt anion onset potentials for oxidation or reduction.
ClO4
 and PF6
 are known to be stable up to 4.5 V vs. Na/Na+
which, in combination with their good chemical stability, and
low cost makes them suitable components in sodium-ion
batteries.177 Despite being suitable candidates, they do present
some limitations: ClO4
 is a strong oxidant, meaning it is
primarily of academic interest, while PF6
 has safety issues at
elevated temperatures and is particularly moisture sensitive.175
Alternative Na counter ions that have been reported such as
BF4
, CF3SO3
 (Tf) and [N(CF3SO2)2]
 (TFSI) display more
signicant drawbacks. BF4
 and Tf have stronger interactions
with Na+ which reduces the availability of charge carriers,
reducing the ionic conductivity, while TFSI (and Tf) are corro-
sive to the Al current collector. Consequently, NaClO4 and
NaPF6 remain the Na salts of choice for organic liquid electro-
lytes, and so the structural stability of positive electrode mate-
rials beyond 4.5 V is incidental.178,179
3.3.2 Ionic liquid electrolytes. Concerns regarding the
ammability of organic solvents has motivated research into
alternative systems. Ionic liquids are usually much less or non-
ammable and non-volatile, but their high viscosity reduces the
ionic mobility, limiting battery performance.180 Chagas et al.
identied higher reversibility for the P2–O2 phase transition in
P2-Na0.45Ni0.22Co0.11Mn0.66O2 at high potentials when using
a 10 mol% NaTFSI in PYR14FSI electrolyte.181 Furthermore, they
reported improved safety in terms of ammability and volatility
when using the ionic liquid electrolyte. At low potentials, the
increased stability was attributed to lower solubility of Mn into
the ionic liquid-based electrolyte.
3.3.3 Solid-state electrolytes. Solid-state electrolytes such
as NASICON and Na-b00-alumina offer superior chemical,
thermal and electrochemical stability, lower ammability,
improved durability, and design simplicity in comparison to
conventional liquid organic electrolytes.182,183 They are a much
safer option because they do not suffer from leakage or am-
mability.184 However, the application of solid-state electrolytes
in sodium-ion batteries is restricted by factors such as low ionic
conductivity, poor wettability and in some cases incompatibility
with established positive electrode materials. For example, P2-
Na2/3Fe0.5Mn0.5O2 and P2-Na2/3Ni0.33Mn0.67O2 have been tested
in all solid-state sodium-ion batteries with a Na-b00-alumina
electrolyte but the achievable capacity is limited by the combi-
nation of materials employed.185,186 Consequently, research
regarding solid-state electrolytes is primarily concerned withThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020improving their ionic conductivity and understanding conduc-
tion mechanisms, particularly at the electrode–electrolyte
interface. The interface between the electrodes and the solid-
state electrolyte is a key factor which determines the electro-
chemical performance. High internal cell resistances may lead
to signicant degradation of capacity during cycling.187 In order
to reduce interfacial resistance, it is imperative for the solid-
state electrolyte to be paired with positive electrode materials
that display negligible volume changes during cycling. More-
over, large volume changes in the positive electrode may lead to
fractures and poor contact at the electrode–electrolyte interface
upon cycling.1883.4 Surface coatings
An alternative method to modifying the solid electrolyte inter-
face (SEI) of layered materials, and potentially enhancing their
performance, is by applying a surface coating. Coatings reduce
atmospheric and electrochemical corrosion at the interface,
thereby improving the structural and electrochemical stability
and in some cases the electronic and ionic conductivity.189
Minimising structural transformations that take place at the
charged state is therefore important in order to preserve the
coating throughout cycling. Upon exposure to air, layered
oxides easily absorb water leading to the formation of an elec-
trically insulating layer at the surface composed of NaOH and/or
NaCO3.190,191 As such the surface modications documented for
lithium-ion battery electrodes are not all necessarily applicable
to sodium-ion battery materials.192 Due to the sensitivity of
layered transition metal oxides to air, they should ideally be
handled in a glovebox during electrode fabrication and cell
preparation. It is also possible for coatings to inuence the
anion redox activity of high voltage positive electrode materials.
There are several studies that have focused on limiting the
evolution of O2 from Li-based transition metal oxides via
application of a surface coating.193–196 However, the interplay
between coatings and anion redox reactions in Na layered
oxides is relatively unexplored and the mechanism is not well
understood.197,198
3.4.1 Carbon coatings. To prevent moisture uptake, miti-
gate side reactions, and decrease polarization, a carbon coating
can be applied to prevent direct contact between the electrode
material and external environment. Signicantly improved
cyclability and capacities were found for the carbon coated
NaCrO2 electrode.199 However, the presence of excessively thick
or inhomogeneously distributed carbon layers meant operation
at high rates was not possible. Consequently, carbon has not
been further explored as a coating for sodium layered oxide
materials.
3.4.2 Metal oxide coatings. Al2O3 is an alternative example
of a cheap and effective surface coating for layered oxide
materials. Liu et al. found that coating P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2
with Al2O3 reduced the propensity of side reactions to take place
at higher voltages.200 The increased cyclability was attributed to
the coating suppressing physical exfoliation of the layered
material from the electrode. When applied using atomic layer
deposition (ALD), improved resistivity was observed.201 RelativeJ. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24851

































































































View Article Onlineto the uncoated electrode, a greater proportion of NaF was
found at the cathode electrolyte interface (CEI). While NaF on
its own is a highly resistive material that may inhibit the CEI,
the coated electrode displayed enhanced sodium diffusion
kinetics, suggesting upon cycling discrete crystallites that allow
the passage of sodium ions forms instead of a consistent NaF
lm. Furthermore, this CEI is thought to act as a buffer to
volume expansion upon extraction of sodium ions, leading to
enhanced structural stability.202 Application of an Al2O3 coating
using ALD has also been tested on P2-Na2/3(Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13)O2
electrodes; a range of surface thicknesses were tested by coating
the electrodewith 2, 5 or 10 ALD cycles. The electrode coated with 2
ALD cycles exhibited the best electrochemical stability and rate
capability whereas the electrode coated with 10 cycles displayed
the highest coulombic efficiency (97% aer 100 cycles).203 The
coating is thought to provide structural stability against mechan-
ical stresses occurring during cycling and stabilize formation of the
CEI, thus having a signicant impact upon cycling, especially
when utilising a high cut-off voltage. To further improve the
kinetics and surface stability of sodium manganese oxide positive
electrode materials, Park et al. combined Al2O3 with highly
conductive multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT).204 Accord-
ing to their XPS proles, the formation of NaF on the surface
coated electrode was suppressed relative to the uncoated electrode.
Since the coated electrodes displayed better capacity retention, it
was suggested that inhibition of the formation of a CEI layer fully
covered with NaF, enables the continuation of facile sodium ion
diffusion through the CEI.
In addition to Al2O3, other metal oxide coatings have been
investigated as surface coatings for sodium positive electrode
materials. Kaliyappan et al. performed a comparative study on
Al2O3, ZrO2 and TiO2 as surface coatings for P2-Na0.66(Mn0.54-
Co0.13Ni0.13)O2.205 The oxide surface coatings were found to
improve the cycle stability of the positive electrode material
when cycled up to a high voltage of 4.5 V. The greatest
improvement was reported for Al2O3 which was attributed to its
high band gap energy (9.00 eV) relative to ZrO2 (5.80 eV) and
TiO2 (3.18 eV) meaning the Al2O3 surface coating remains redox-
inactive throughout cycling.206 However, the greatest improve-
ment in rate performance was observed for the ZrO2-coated
material due to the its high fracture toughness.
A number of benets of MgO coating have been reported
including the suppression of side reactions between the
cathode and electrolyte, including dissolution of transition
metal ions into the electrolyte, and stabilisation of the CEI layer,
all of which contribute towards the layered oxide structural
stability.207 For instance, the capacity retention of Na0.67Mn0.5-
Fe0.5O2 aer 100 cycles when cycled at 1C increased from 20% to
72% upon application of an MgO coating.208 Moreover, an MgO
coating has been shown to mitigate undesirable high voltage
phase transformations and reduce the interfacial resistance
during high potential cycling for P2-Na0.5Ni0.33Mn0.67O2, P2-
Na0.67Mn0.5Fe0.5O2 and O3-Na[Ni0.5Mn0.5]O2, the mechanism of
which is still not fully understood.207–209 Similarly, Na2Ti3O7 has
been shown to be effective in suppressing high voltage P2–O2
phase transitions in P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2. In the process of
increasing the coating content of Na2Ti3O7, the a lattice24852 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867parameter and unit cell volume was found to increase and
therefore, in view of larger ionic radius of Ti4+ (0.605 Å)
compared with Mn4+ (0.53 Å) it was tentatively proposed that
Ti4+ had been incorporated into the structure, which suppresses
the sodium ion/vacancy ordering and the P2–O2 phase transi-
tion during cycling.210,211
By coating a layered oxide material with a second, related
layered oxide material it is also possible to instigate doping.
Zhang et al. demonstrated a facile method to surface coat and
dope P2-Na0.7MnO2 in a single step process using P2-Na0.7-
Ni0.33Mn0.67O2.212 During the process, Ni is doped into the bulk
material. The resulting material displays enhanced capacity
retention of 68.9% over 100 cycles, compared to 20.7% for the
unmodied P2-Na0.7MnO2 material, without sacricing the
initial discharge capacity. Conversely, through Ti enrichment to
generate the O3-NaMn0.8Ti0.1Ni0.1O2 composition, the material
was found to form an all-titanium protective layer. Guo et al.
showed that the resultant spinel-like titanium oxide coating
improved the structural and electrochemical stability relative to
the Ti-free equivalent. The coating prevents contact between
manganese and the external environment, thereby suppressing
dissolution of Mn at the electrode/electrolyte interface as well as
degradation of the positive electrode material upon cycling.189
The synergy of Ti4+ doping and TiO2 coating has also been re-
ported for the O3-NaMn0.33Fe0.33Ni0.33O2 composition.213 The
TiO2 layer mitigates side reactions at the surface, while Ti
4+
doping enlarges the interslab spacing, facilitating sodium ion
diffusion.
3.4.3 Metal phosphate coatings. Metal phosphate protec-
tive layers including AlPO4, Mg3(PO4)2 and NaPO3 can effectively
suppress irreversible oxidation of oxygen in the high voltage
region while inhibiting the loss of lattice oxygen.197,198 Upon
exposure to air, the metal phosphate coated P3-Na0.65Mn0.75-
Ni0.25O2 material was found to retain high electrochemical
activity.197 While the coating led to enhanced air stability and
cycling longevity, a slight decrease of discharge capacity for the
coated materials was observed. In comparison to metal oxides
and metal phosphates, NASICON-type titanium phosphate
coating layers such as NaTi2(PO4)3 have the added advantage of
being good sodium ion conductors, thus leading to faster
sodium diffusion kinetics at the CEI. For example, coating the
P2-Na0.67Ni0.33Mn0.67O2 layered oxide stabilizes the interface,
while facilitating the migration of sodium ions at the surface.214
3.4.4 Conductive polymer coatings. Primarily during the
extraction of sodium ions from Mn-rich layered oxides (i.e. at
low voltages), Jahn–Teller active Mn3+ centres may undergo
a disproportionation reaction, leading to the formation of Mn4+
and Mn2+, the latter of which can readily dissolve into organic
carbonate-based electrolytes.181 The repeated dissolution of Mn
upon cycling is known to give rise to considerable strains in the
crystal structure, resulting in poor cycling performance.215
Conductive polymer coatings such as polypyrrole (PPy) or pol-
ydopamine (PDA) can be used to prevent the dissolution of Mn
during cycling, thus increasing the stability of Mn-rich layered
oxides, while enhancing the materials electrical conduc-
tivity.216,217 Compared to the bare sample without surface
modication, P2-Na0.80Ni0.22Zn0.06Mn0.66O2 coated withThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

































































































View Article Onlinecarbonized PDA exhibits superior rate capability and cycling
performance.217 An additional advantage of using conductive
polymer coatings is that their application can be carried out at
lower temperatures.
The above examples demonstrate that optimizing the
particle surface composition and morphology of positive elec-
trode materials is critical for improving the electrode–electro-
lyte interface and thus enhancing the materials cycling
performance. Moreover, surface coatings have been shown to
improve the stability of layered oxides in high voltage regions
which facilitates the extraction of sodium ions and therefore the
attainable capacity. Although limiting the cut-off voltage
enables detrimental, high voltage phase transitions to be avoi-
ded, it decreases the reversible capacity and energy density of
the battery. Although surface coatings are a promising means to
improving the high voltage structural stability of layered oxide
positive electrode materials without compromising the
maximum cell voltage, the mechanism by which the coatings
acts remain elusive to probe and likely require the combined
analysis of both surface and bulk in situ techniques.3.5 Sodium compensation additives
While sodium-ion half-cells are suitable for laboratory-scale
material characterization, it is important to acknowledge that
the behaviour of electrode materials in half-cells does not
translate directly into full cells. When cycled against a hard
carbon anode material, the formation of the SEI at the anode–
electrolyte interface results in the irreversible consumption of
sodium ions from the positive electrode material.218 The irre-
versible consumption of sodium ions can pose a signicant
problem for P2-type layered oxide structures which are inher-
ently sodium decient. On top of methods discussed earlier,
such as electrolyte optimization (Section 3.3) and surface
modications (Section 3.4), the addition of sacricial sodiation
reagents to the anode and/or cathode material, such as sodium
powder,214 NaN3,219 Na3P,220 Na2NiO2,221 Na2C4O4,218 Na2CO3,222
or NaNO2,223 has been reported to compensate for the sodium
deciency and signicantly improve the performance of sodium
ion full cells. For example, Guo et al. showed that the capacity
retention in a full cell based on a hard carbon negative electrode
and a P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn1/3Ti1/3O2 positive electrode can be
increased from 63% to 85% aer 200 cycles at 0.2C with
a voltage window of 2.0–4.3 V by the addition of Na2C2O4.218
Exactly how these additives alter the charged state behaviour of
layered oxide positive electrode materials remains an inter-
esting avenue for future studies to explore.4. Techniques for probing the
charged state
The studies discussed above have highlighted that a variety of
useful information can be gained using various complimentary
analytical techniques. During cycling, batteries present
a complex system in which both chemical and physical changes
are taking place simultaneously, such as structural expansion/
contraction, phase transitions, and side reactions which mayThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020result in gas evolution or parasitic capacity loss. Improving
understanding of the behaviour of the positive electrode
material at high voltages could provide a route to improving the
energy density and cycle life of sodium-ion batteries. Recent
advances in both instrumentation and methodology continue
to push the boundaries of materials characterisation, while
better accessibility has enabled routine, comprehensive evalu-
ation of potential positive electrode materials for sodium-ion
batteries.224–226
In situ studies have generated great interest as they allow for
these changes to be correlated directly to the electrochemical
state of the battery. In situ or operando characterisation is fav-
oured for its ability to study the activematerials under operating
conditions. Typically, these studies require the use of modied
cells or specially designed cells which allow for the materials of
interest to probed. When modifying or designing cells, care
must be taken to ensure that alterations do not have an adverse
effect on the electrochemical behaviour of the system. For
example, modied coin cells for in situ X-ray scattering studies
have shown different electrochemical performance to identical
cells prepared in unmodied casings.227 These considerations
are of particular importance when attempting to resolve
complex electrochemical processes which occur at the charged
state, where the electrochemical system is not at equilibrium.
For example, phenomena such as phase separation or reaction
inhomogeneities may be kinetically driven, and can hence only
be observed using operando studies. Contemporary character-
isation techniques enable a wealth of complimentary informa-
tion to be gathered, at various dimensions and scales, focusing
on localised regions or bulk samples, and with varying time
resolution. The charged state behaviour of positive electrodes
may be illustrated via bulk phenomena such as structural
changes or diffusion mechanisms. However, subtle inhomoge-
neities in sodium distribution within the electrode or transport
mechanisms may be masked in these measurements. Use of
other techniques, such as PDF analysis, to probe the local
environment are particularly important when attempting to
elucidate the subtle transition metal migration pathways and
ARR. It should be noted that the challenges with low concen-
trations of elements and environments, e.g. small amounts of
vacancies, small phase fractions, small percentage of transition
metal migration, all make data analysis signicantly chal-
lenging. These are compounded at the charged state where
multiple pathways are possible. Meanwhile, ex situ analysis of
electrode materials can also provide complimentary informa-
tion and offers compatibility with a greater variety of charac-
terisation techniques. For ex situ studies, electrode materials
may be extracted from cells which have been charged to high
voltages, but care is required to ensure that measurement
results are not perturbed by contamination while handling the
sample between battery cycling and characterisation, or relax-
ation effects.4.1 Analysis of cycling data
Electrochemical characterisation techniques can provide
a wealth of insight into the chemical behaviour of electrodeJ. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24853

































































































View Article Onlinematerials at various states of charge (or levels of sodiation). The
voltage vs. capacity prole observed during charge and
discharge of batteries and can be used to elucidate a variety of
information beyond the capacities delivered by the electrode
materials. Characteristic features in the voltage prole can
provide indications about the electrochemical reactions taking
place in the electrode materials, such as kinetics, phase tran-
sitions and or reveal unfavourable side reactions which may
contribute to capacity fade.228,229 For example, steps in the
prole may be indicative of phase transitions. Furthermore, the
relative change in shape and features of the voltage prole over
successive cycles can indicate which electrochemical features
contribute to capacity loss or impedance growth.230 A shi in the
potential at which the features are observed may also be
observed as the applied current is varied, which can be indic-
ative of electrode polarisation.116,231 More recently, the applica-
tion of statistical analysis and machine learning to voltage
capacity proles has also highlighted the potential for them to
be a useful prognostic indicator to predict cycle life and cell
failures.232
The measured cell voltage is dened by the difference in
sodium electrochemical potential between the two electrodes,
and in the case of half-cells typically reported in literature, this
means the potential is measured vs. sodium metal. The
measured voltage varies with the sodium content in the elec-
trode. Further inferences about the sodium intercalation
mechanism in host materials can be drawn from the voltage (V)
vs. capacity (Q) prole by derivation of the data. Two derivatives
can be used to produce differential capacity (dQ/dV vs. V) or
differential voltage (dV/dQ vs. Q) curves. Peaks in dQ/dV curves
provide information about phase equilibria, while peaks in dV/
dQ curves provide information about phase transitions.229 Some
studies correlate these peaks to changes in oxidation state or
phase transitions.25,29,233 However, this is typically implied using
data from complementary techniques such as XPS, XANES or in
situ XRD. More literally, dQ/dV curves describe the incrementalFig. 17 Differential capacity (dQ/dV) vs. potential (V) of
P2-Na2/3Co1/2Ti1/2O2, cycled vs. Na/Na
+ in an electrochemical half-
cell. Reproduced with permission from ref. 240.
24854 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867capacity delivered by a device measured as a function of applied
voltage. An example of a dQ/dV curve and the corresponding
measured Q vs. V curve for the P2-Na2/3Co1/2Ti1/2O2 vs. Na/Na
+
half-cell is shown in Fig. 17. The peaks in these curves indicate
the potentials at which the majority of the capacity is delivered
by the battery. The position, height and shape of peaks in the
differential curves can therefore be indicative of changes in
electrochemical processes over time. For example, the width of
peaks may provide information about the inhomogeneity of
processes occurring in the electrode material. In summary,
differential voltage analysis makes features in the V vs. Q data
clearer and allows for possible quantication of the electro-
chemical processes taking place, which can particularly be
useful to decipher the complex behaviours of positive electrode
materials at high voltages.234
Other electrochemical techniques such as electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) or potentiostatic/galvanostatic
intermittent titration techniques (PITT/GITT) can provide
insight into the bulk conductivity of the electrode material. In
both of these techniques, extracting meaningful information
can be difficult due to impedance contributions from the
various cell components. Three-electrode cell congurations
have been demonstrated as a way to deconvolute the different
impedance components in EIS measurements.235 PITT or GITT
measurements can be conducted as part of conventional elec-
trochemical testing, by using current pulses and open-circuit
sequences to measure the resulting overpotential and its
decay. However, as these measurements are applied to the
entire cell, variations in the electrode's resistance must be
decoupled from other sources of resistance such as the elec-
trolyte, electronic contact resistance, or charge transfer resis-
tance.236,237 Repeated cycling to high voltages may further
increase the cell resistance, typically due to electrolyte decom-
position.238 Furthermore, the occurrence of phase transitions
creates additional challenges for interpreting PITT or GITT
measurements when investigating the performance of positive
electrode materials at the charged state.2394.2 Structural characterisation using scattering studies
Scattering techniques, such as powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)
or neutron powder diffraction (NPD) can be used to reveal
structural information of electrode materials before, aer or
during cycling, including identifying phase transitions, lattice
expansion and contraction or even atomic scale information
about site occupancies or the movement of elements within the
structure. X-ray radiation and neutron radiation differ in the
way they interact with the sample, with X-rays scattering from
electron density of atoms, while neutrons scatter from the
nuclei of atoms in the sample.241,242 Hence compared to X-rays,
neutrons tend to scatter more strongly from certain lighter
elements in the presence of heavier elements, which can be
useful for detecting sodium distributions in the electrode
materials.243 The use of in situ diffraction to study structural
changes in real-time has been well documented and used to
study a variety of different functional materials.244 These tech-
niques are especially useful for energy storage materials as theyThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

































































































View Article Onlineallow for the electrochemical state of the cell to be controlled
and directly correlated to the structural changes taking
place.245–250 During electrochemical cycling, the electrode
materials are not under equilibrium conditions, allowing
dynamic structural changes which can occur at high levels of de-
sodiation to be captured.30,63 The structural evolution of positive
electrodematerials for sodium-ion batteries during high voltage
cycling has been investigated using in situ scattering in several
studies.35,41,164,251–256 Typically, quantication of diffraction data
can be undertaken using peak tting or Rietveld renement to
t structural models to the Bragg reections in the diffraction
data.242 More recently, PDF analysis of scattering data has
becomemore accessible to researchers, thanks to developments
in instrumentation, soware and expertise.257 This method of
analysis takes advantage of the entire diffraction pattern, both
Bragg scattering and underlying diffuse scattering, to extract
information about short-range ordering using information
contained in the broad, less well-dened features of the
diffraction pattern.242 PDF analysis of diffraction data collected
from energy storage materials has been reported in a number of
studies.258–261 A particularly relevant example was presented by
Talaie et al., who studied the effect of Ni substitution on the
layered P2-Na2/3z[Mn1/2Fe1/2]O2 system using a combination of
operando XRD and PDF analysis.43 The PDF proles presented in
this study are shown in Fig. 18. These functions are generated
by applying a Fourier transform to the diffraction data, yielding
a spectra with characteristic peaks which can be assigned to
various interatomic distances in the structure.242 By producing
ts for the PDF data, the authors were able to model the
structure of the z z 0.5 material, and nd evidence for theFig. 18 Example of PDF data for (a) P2-Na0.67Fe0.5Mn0.5O2 and (b) Na0.
atomic bond lengths in the structure. In this example M–O andM–Mdista
in-plane M–O and M–M distances are highlighted in lavender, and charac
with permission from ref. 43 under a CC BY 4.0 licence.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020migration of transition metal ions into tetrahedral sites at high
potential. Despite signicant electrode polarization, the
migration was found to be completely reversible in this P2-type
system.
4.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is an X-ray scattering
technique in which the absorption coefficient of the sample is
measured as a function of the wavelength of the incident radi-
ation. XAS offers good elemental selectivity and chemical
sensitivity, and can be used to probe the local chemical envi-
ronment of elements of interest within the sample, thereby
providing information about changes in oxidation state as well
as corresponding atomic co-ordination.262 The absorption
spectrum is typically considered in two major regions, the near
edge region which covers from a few eV below the absorption
edge to 50 eV above the edge, and the far from edge region
which covers from 50 eV above the absorption edge and beyond.
The analysis of these two regions is considered independently
and are referred to as X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) and extended X-ray absorption ne-structure (EXAFS)
respectively.263 XANES data is relatively straightforward to
analyse and can be used to provide qualitative and quantitative
data about the oxidation states of elements of interest, site
symmetries and the strength of covalent bonding within the
structure. The interpretation of EXAFS data can be quite
involved, but tting results can be used to reveal information
about site co-ordination, bond lengths, and identify neigh-
bouring elements. So XAS, where the energy range of the X-ray
source is <1 keV, is sufficient for the analysis of low-Z elements14Fe0.5Mn0.5O2. PDF analysis can provide information about the inter-
nces are highlighted in blue and yellow respectively; second neighbour
teristic interlayer M–M distances are highlighted in green. Reproduced
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24855
Fig. 19 X-ray absorption spectra collected at various states of charge from the Na2/3Zn1/4Mn3/4O2 electrode at the Mn K-edge. (a–c) Show
XANES data and (d–f) show the Fourier transformed EXAFS during the first charge, first discharge, and second charge processes, respectively.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 265.

































































































View Article Onlineand also the L-edges of 3d transition metal elements which are
commonly present in layered positive electrode materials. Both
ex situ and in situ studies have been carried out on sodium-ion
battery systems.264 Recently, Wang et al. studied a P2-type
layered material with composition Na2/3Zn1/4Mn3/4O2 in which
the unfavourable P2–O2 transition is suppressed, which
signicantly improves the cycling stability and rate capability of
the NaxMnO2 system.265 In situ XRD conrmed that the transi-
tions were suppressed during cycling to 4.5 V. The authors
coupled this with in situ XAS studies to investigate the inuence
of Zn-doping on the electronic structure of the material. In situ
XAS data, see Fig. 19, collected at the Mn K-edge exhibited
a smaller energy shi in the Zn-substituted material compared
to the pristine material, suggesting the redox activity of Zn
allows the Mn to maintain a higher oxidation state during
cycling. This in turn avoids the Jahn–Teller distortion associ-
ated with the reduction of Mn4+ to Mn3+, thereby suppressing
the P2–O2 transition.4.4 Mössbauer spectroscopy
Mössbauer spectroscopy is an isotope specic technique,
sensitive to elements that have low lying excited states as well as
a long-lived excited state, that provides information about the
local environment of a nucleus. It is based on the phenomenon
discovered by Rudolf Mössbauer in 1957 that the absorption
and emission of gamma rays by nuclei bound in a solid takes
place with minimal loss of energy from recoil of the nuclei.266 To
record a Mössbauer spectrum, the sample is irradiated by an24856 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867oscillating radiative source and absorption of gamma-rays are
recorded as a function of oscillating velocity, see Fig. 20. When
the energy of the gamma-rays matches the energy of a nuclear
transition in the element under investigation, the radiation is
absorbed giving rise to a peak in the spectrum. To this end, the
sample must be sufficiently thin to allow for the penetration of
gamma-rays.267 Since the energy levels of the absorbing nuclei is
dependent on its environment, the technique can be used to
provide information about the oxidation state of specic atoms.
Unlike in lithium-ion batteries and sodium super ion
conductor (NASICON) iron phosphate-based materials, revers-
ibility of the Fe3+/4+ redox couple has been shown in a variety of
sodium layered oxide materials.268 In the context of sodium-ion
batteries, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy is employed to probe
the valence state of Fe at various states of charge/discharge. For
example, Yabuuchi et al. used the technique to show that the
Fe3+ present in P2-Nax[Fe1/2Mn1/2]O2, made from earth-
abundant elements, is electrochemically active based on the
Fe3+/4+ redox couple.33 For P2-Na2/3Mn1/3Fe1/3Co1/3O2, simulta-
neous oxidation of Co3+ and Fe3+ was found to take place upon
charging up to 4.1 V.269 At the cut-off voltage of 4.1 V, approxi-
mately 40% of Fe present in the sample was found to be in the
4+ oxidation state. Given the low voltage hysteresis observed, it
was suggested that the use of Co in combination with Fe may
stabilize the oxidation of Fe3+ to Fe4+.
Due to their effect on neighbouring Fe3+ ions, 57Fe
Mössbauer spectra can also be used to detect Na vacancies.
Upon extraction of sodium ions from O3-NaxFexTi1xO2 (x $
0.75), Thorne et al. were able to identify several Na vacanciesThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 20 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of NaxFexMn1xO2. The dashed lines represent the fitting components which sum together to yield the solid
lines. The data are represented by black circles. Reproduced with permission from ref. 271.

































































































View Article Onlinelocated near Fe3+ sites.270 Moreover, the concurrent oxidation of
Fe3+ to Fe4+, accompanied by signicant structural distortion,
was proposed to be a major source of hysteresis and capacity
fade. Analogous to the electrochemical behaviour of the O3-
NaxFexMn1xO2 (x > 0.65) system, the Mössbauer spectra
showed that the cyclability can be improved by restricting the
upper voltage so that the Fe3+/4+ redox couple is not utilized.271
Alternatively, inactivity of the Fe3+/4+ redox couple can be ach-
ieved by careful choice of composition. For instance, Mössbauer
spectroscopy showed that the Fe3+/4+ redox reaction is not active
up to 4.3 V in P2-Na2/3Mn0.8Fe0.1Ti0.1O2.75
While studying the changes in Fe oxidation states of O3-
NaFeO2 electrodes during cycling via ex situ Mössbauer spec-
troscopy, Lee et al. noticed the instability of Fe4+ in a battery
environment.46 During open circuit storage of the desodiated
electrode, more than 20% of the Fe4+ species that had been
generated upon charging spontaneously reduced back to Fe3+.
Noting that Fe4+ is not stable outside electrochemical cells and
therefore ex situ investigationsmay not provide accurate results,
a limited number of in situ Mössbauer studies characterising
the reversible oxidation of Fe3+ to Fe4+ have been published on
Li-based electrochemical systems.272,273 To the best of our
knowledge there are no reports of in situ Mössbauer studies on
sodium-ion battery systems.4.5 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy measures the
magnetic eld around atomic nuclei in order to provideThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020information about the local environment of particular atoms.
The technique is based on the principle that nuclei are electri-
cally charged and certain nuclei have a spin which causes them
to act as a magnet. In most molecular spectroscopy techniques,
the excitation of molecules or electrons to higher states is
measured. In the case of NMR spectroscopy an external
magnetic eld must be applied to the sample in order to
generate two different energy levels.274 When an external
magnetic eld is applied to the sample, a radio frequency
emission can be used to excite the nucleus to a higher spin
state. The energy transfer required for this excitation process is
dependent on the effective magnetic eld at the nucleus. This
eld is dependent on the electron shielding around the nucleus,
which is in turn dependant on the chemical environment or co-
ordination of the atom, and thus information about the
nucleus' local environment may derived from the spectra. For
solid-phase media, such as battery electrodes, solid-state NMR
(SS-NMR) of particular nuclei, such as 6Li, 7Li or 23Na, can be
used to study the lithium or sodium storage mechanism.275
Several studies have successfully used SS-NMR to study the
atomic environments and lattice dynamics (including the
diffusion of ions) in various sodium-ion battery materials.276–279
Recently, Yang et al. investigated the effect of lithium and
iron co-doping in the layered NaxMO2 system by characterising
P2-Na0.66Li0.18Fe0.12Mn0.7O2.278 Using
7Li NMR studies, the
authors were able to identify three different local environments
of lithium within the material's structure, see Fig. 21. The
resonances at z1600 ppm and z1450 ppm were attributed toJ. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24857
Fig. 21 7Li NMR spectra of Na0.66Li0.18Fe0.12Mn0.7O2 electrode
samples at various states of charge: (a) pristine powder (blue), (b) after
initial charge to 4.5 V (red), (c) after first discharge to 1.5 V (olive), (d)
after 10 cycles (violet), and (e) after 50 cycles (black). Reproduced with
permission from ref. 278.
Fig. 22 EPR spectra of (a) P3-Na2/3Co1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 (b)
P3-Na1/2Ni1/2Mn1/2O2 (c) P2-Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2. Information about the
transition metal oxidation states can be extracted by fitting Hamiltonian
parameters the spectra. Reproduced with permission from ref. 56.

































































































View Article Onlinelithium nuclei in an ordered honeycomb arrangement within
the transitionmetal layers, and the resonance atz750 ppmwas
attributed to lithium in the sodium layer. NMR quantication
showed that at the charged state a signicant amount of lithium
had migrated from the transition metal layers into the sodium
layers, 17% to 80%. Aer discharging to 1.5 V, the fraction of
lithium in the transition metal layer decreased to 39% and
appears to reach an equilibrium value around z21% aer 50
cycles. Complementary in situ XRD data showed that the
unfavourable P2–O2 transition was avoided during cycling of
this material, enabling good capacity retention during cycling to
4.5 V. The migration of lithium between the sodium and tran-
sition metal layers appears to help stabilise the P2 structure
even at high levels of de-sodiation at the charged state.4.6 Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy
As opposed to the utilisation of the inherent spin of the atomic
nuclei to perform NMR experiments, electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy utilises the spin of electrons in
paramagnetic materials. While information about Na–O–M
interactions between the distinct layers can be obtained by
NMR spectroscopy, EPR spectroscopy probes paramagnetic ions
within the MO2 layer directly. The data obtained provides
information about the oxidation state of transition metal ions
and their relation to the local structure of sodium nuclei, which
complements the information about the sodium environment
that can be obtained via 23Na NMR spectroscopy.56
EPR has been used to show that the charge compensation of
P3-NayCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 (0.38 < y # 0.75) upon extraction of
sodium ions is achieved by selective oxidation of Ni2+ to Ni3+
and Ni4+, while the Co and Mn ions retain their valance states of
+3 and +4 respectively, see Fig. 22.58 It was also found that a Mn24858 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867oxidation state of +4 is maintained for the P3-NayNi1/2Mn1/2O2
(0.5 # y < 0.75) composition, thereby minimising phase tran-
sitions induced by Jahn–Teller distortion of Mn3+.2804.7 Microscopy
A variety of microscopy techniques are available for studying
materials at the microscale and nanoscale such as optical,
electron, X-ray and scanning probe microscopy. Compared to
other characterisation techniques discussed, which typically
characterise the bulk electrode material or specic regions,
microscopy can resolve materials' details at the particle level.
For batteries in particular, these techniques can be used to
derive information about particle size distributions,
morphology, packing density, or porosity, and also monitor for
signs of strain or stress such as particle cracking, electrode
contact or degradation of interfacial layers.281
4.7.1 Electron microscopy. Electron microscopy has proven
to be a useful tool for examining the evolution of electrode's
particle morphology before and aer cycling. In scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), a beam of electrons is used to scan
the sample's surface. The focused beam interacts with a small
volume of material at the surface of the sample which generates
backscattered or secondary electrons. The scattered electrons
are then detected and used to form an image of the sample
surface.282 SEM offers 2D visualisation of sample morphology
and can be coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) analysis to deliver elemental contrast. This technique is
routinely used for ex situ characterisation of battery mate-
rials.283,284 Compared to SEM or optical microscopy, trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) is advantageous in offering
higher resolution when imaging detailed features. TEM utilises
a much higher voltage to accelerate the electron beam, which
allows the beam to be transmitted through a typically thin
sample and generate a projection. TEM also allows for electron
diffraction which can provide information about the crystalThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

































































































View Article Onlinestructure and its features such as dislocations or grain
boundaries.
In their study of the P2-type Na2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 system, Wang
et al. were able to identify a correlation between the P2–O2
phase transition, observed when the cell was charged to 4.2 V,
and the generation of a high density of intragranular cracks
using a combination of complementary techniques including
SEM and TEM.233 This correlation explains the signicant decay
in performance aer repeated cycling to high cut-off voltages.
The transition generates unfavourable stress/strain at the P2/O2
phase boundary which was identied as the preferential site of
crack initialisation. Similar observations of particle cracking
have been observed in several lithium-ion battery systems,
where performance degradation has also been attributed to the
exposure of new surfaces to the electrolyte causing electrode
surface decomposition and electrolyte consumption.285–288
A number of in situ electron microscopy studies have also
been used to study the dynamic processes occurring in working
batteries which have been summarised in some informative
review articles.289,290
4.7.2 Scanning transmission electron microscopy/electron
energy loss spectroscopy. TEM, SEM and Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy (EELS) can be combined to provide information
about the ordering of transition metals and the onset of oxygen
activity. Taking advantage of the (S)TEM setup, electrons are
red at the sample, the electrons interact with the sample and
subsequently the post-interaction electron energy is measured
to produce an energy loss spectrum. The electrons may interactFig. 23 EELS spectra measured at the surface (S) and in the bulk (B) of Na
Mn L-edge only (c) the Mn L3/L2 ratio, which is inversely proportional to th
2017 American Chemical Society.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020elastically, without losing energy, inelastically with weakly bond
electrons in the sample or inelastically with tightly bound core
electrons in the atoms of the sample.256 The latter corresponds
to ionization edges in a plot of intensity vs. energy, as shown in
Fig. 23.
Using the combined STEM-EELS technique, Li et al. observed
the presence of Mn charge ordering in Na5/8MnO2. Alongside
ndings that there exists a superstructure, the cooperative Jahn
Teller effect was found to be linked with sodium ion/vacancy
ordering. Overall, the work emphasises the important role
that structural details play in determining electronic behaviour
of a material.129 Participation of oxygen anions in the initial
charge compensation mechanism of P2-Na0.78Ni0.23Mn0.69O2
has also been explored using EELS and XAS.26 In the electro-
chemically cycled particles, a difference in the electronic
structure of the bulk and surface was found, whereby transition
metal ions are in a lower valence state relative to the bulk.
Moreover, loss of the O K-edge pre-peak at the surface signies
oxygen activity upon charging, see Fig. 23. It was therefore
proposed that the charge compensation mechanism during the
rst cycle involves oxygen redox activity, resulting in a surface to
bulk transition metal gradient.
4.7.3 Transmission X-ray microscopy. Synchrotron scan-
ning transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM) enables high reso-
lution mapping of samples at scales of down to 20 nm and can
be used in conjunction with XAS data collection. High energy
X-rays are focused into a small diameter and used scan the
sample surface, while the intensity of transmitted X-rays isxNi0.23Mn0.69O2 corresponding to (a) the O K-edge and Mn L-edge (b)
e Mn charge state. Reproduced with permission from ref. 26. Copyright
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867 | 24859
Fig. 24 Computed O3-lattice voltage curve with illustrations of the
predicted ground-state sodium ion/vacancy orderings for NaxCrO2 at
various states of charge. Reproduced with permission from ref. 301.

































































































View Article Onlinemeasured as a function of position.291 The data can provide
information about the distribution of phases or chemical
species within individual particles in the electrode, allowing for
the 3D distribution of chemical environments in the electrode
to be determined.292
Using a combination of operando XRD and TXM-XANES, Xie
et al. studied the high voltage structural evolution of
O3-Na[Ni1/3Fe1/3Mn1/3]O2.293 The TXM-XANESmapping was able
to complement the structural evolution observed in the XRD
data to reveal the distribution of phases in the solid-solution
which forms during (de-)sodiation. The mapping revealed
non-uniform distribution of mixed-phase zones, with compo-
sitions spanning a range varying between two thermodynamic
phases, NaNi1/3Fe1/3Mn1/3O2 and Ni1/3Fe1/3Mn1/3O2, essentially
providing a visualisation of the reaction front during the (de-)
sodiation.
4.7.4 Scanning probe microscopy. Unlike the techniques
discussed above, scanning probe microscopy techniques use
a physical probe to scan the surface of the sample. An image
may be formed using either contact interaction mode where the
probe maintains a constant height above the sample surface
using a feedback loop, or constant height mode where the probe
height remains constant and the change in interaction between
the probe and the sample surface is used to map the surface.294
The use of scanning probe microscopy techniques for studying
energy storage materials is relatively uncommon. However,
their ability to characterise materials at the atomic scale has
enabled researchers to examine more minute physiochemical
properties of battery electrodes, such as interfacial reactions at
the electrode surface, ionic diffusion within particles, or the
presence of microstructural features and their effect on charge
transport.2954.8 Computational studies
The use of computational simulation studies to assist with the
atomic-scale prediction of a material's structure, reaction
pathways, and ion mobility has played a vital role in the char-
acterisation of layered positive electrode materials.296 Compu-
tational studies are complimentary to experimental studies;
computational results can be used to determine appropriate
experimental parameters, while experimental results can help
to inform simulation input parameters for improved accuracy of
computational models.
For the study of solid-state materials, two main classes of
computation modelling are typically used: interatomic
potential-minimisationmethods, whichmay use static lattice or
molecular dynamics models, and electronic structure methods,
whichmay employ density functional theory (DFT), for example.
Several in-depth reviews have discussed how these techniques
have been employed to study a variety of energy storage and
energy generation materials. In particular, the versatility of
computational studies in revealing atomic scale structures,
processes and parameters which contribute to the behaviour of
functional materials is considered.296–299
Sodium layered oxides exhibit numerous stable polymorphs
and vacancy ordering arrangements at various levels of (de-)24860 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 24833–24867sodiation.125 By using the free energies determined from rst
principles calculations, the equilibrium voltages between the
various stable structures can be determined, and this subse-
quently allows for the voltage prole of these materials to be
constructed as a function of sodium concentration.299 Several
studies have used the simulated voltage prole in tandem with
experimental observations to identify the intermediate phases
which form during cycling.300 This is of particular interest for
studying the high voltage behaviour of sodium layered oxide
materials where complex vacancy ordering mechanisms arise to
compensate for the sodium decient structure. For example,
Toumar et al. used DFT calculations to generate theoretical
electrochemical voltages curves for various O3-type layered
oxides.301 Fig. 24 shows an example of the computed voltage
curve for O3-type NaxCrO2, along with the predicted ground-
state vacancy orderings. Voltage curves were also calculated
for other NaxMO2 systems, where M¼ Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni.
The authors were able to identify 18 orderings which appear as
ground states in one or more of the seven systems which were
studied. In another study, Bai et al. also made use of DFT
calculations to investigate the anionic redox activity of the P2-
Na2/3Mn7/9Zn2/9O2 system at high voltages.1075. Summary and outlook
Layered oxides with the chemical formula NaxMO2 are a prom-
ising class of positive electrode material for application in
rechargeable sodium-ion batteries. However, their performance
is oen limited by structural instability at the charged state, as
a result of the host lattice being sodium decient. This struct-
rual instability gives rise to various structural phenomena as the
lattice rearranges to accommodate the vacancies, such as phase
transitions, migration of transitionmetals into the sodium layer
and charge balancing via reduction of anions. If exploited
appropriately, the reversible migration of atoms between the
transition metal layer and alkali metal layer upon charging can
stabilise the structure enabling more sodium and hence
capacity to be extracted; the same outcome could be achieved
through utilization of the oxygen redox reaction without loss of
O2; or optimising the phase transitions to remain reversible.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

































































































View Article OnlineContinual advancement in knowledge regarding transition
metal migration, phase transitions and the oxygen redox reac-
tion in sodium layered oxides are essential to their
development.
As summarized in this review, there are several options for
improving the structural stability of layered oxides at the
charged state. Tuning the chemical composition is the method
that has been most widely explored to date. Research in this
space highlights the cooperative ability of several elements to
compensate for structural instability and optimise reactions at
high voltage. While there are still opportunities to ne tune the
chemical composition of sodium layered oxides, investigations
into alternative modications such as composite materials,
which exploit the assets of multiple-phase materials, or opti-
mization of the cathode electrode interface could be more
rewarding. Developing electrolytes and understanding the
interaction between solid-state electrolytes and sodium
layeredoxides could deliver viable solutions for long term, safe
and reliable cycling.
To gain a mechanistic and structural understanding of
layered materials on the atomic scale, cutting edge character-
isation techniques are required. The wide range of comple-
mentary techniques available today has enabled numerous
prospective sodium layered oxide materials to be scrutinised.
While ex situ techniques may be more accessible, the develop-
ment of in situ techniques has and will continue to facilitate the
acquisition of more accurate information, correlated directly to
device performance. Furthermore, the high resolution and
intensity offered at synchrotron facilities will be key for char-
acterising battery materials, probing both their long-range and
short-range ordering. The knowledge and understanding
gained from both existing and state-of-the-art techniques will be
imperative for the continual development of next generation
battery materials for large scale storage of renewable energy.
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